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In engineering, biology, ecology, medicine, economics and social

science, some processes are essentially bilinear, and some could be

approximated accurately by bilinear processes under certain conditions.

In this thesis the bilinear stochastic process and bilinear time series

are discussed.

Bilinear models essentially are nonlinear; the superposition rule

is not valid. A useful property, which characterizes the bilinear

feature among the nonlinear ones, is emphasized. The solutions of

deterministic bilinear systems and bilinear stochastic processes are

given. The direct method uses the Lie algebraic structure. For bilinear

stochastic processes, the decomposition to a cascade form is a

generalization of the Volterra-series expansion. Because a correction

term exists in bilinear stochastic differential equations, the

decomposition has two different forms; both of them are convergent. The

lth -order stationarity and asymptotic stationarity of bilinear



stochastic processes and time series are well defined, and the

conditions on parameters for lth -order stationarity are derived.

Affine bilinear models in time-series form are shown to be more

general than bilinear models, and more readily fit certain data. A

special high-order scalar affine bilinear time-series model can be

transferred to a first-order, vector, affine, bilinear model, but need

higher dimension than the linear ARMA model. For first-order affine

bilinear time series two possible methods of parameter estimation are

presented. The moment method uses the relationships between the

parameters, and the second and third-moments to estimate parameters. The

inverse method uses the output data to estimate the input, which is

compared with the standard white Gaussian random sequence, and the

method chooses the parameters of the model to make certain criterion

optimal. For the general non-Gaussian time series an identification

procedure using the inverse method is proposed.

Some examples of analysis and parameter estimation of bilinear

models are provided.
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Bilinear Stochastic Processes and Time Series

Chapter 1 Introduction

1-1 Motivation and background

Linear systems, Linear-Gaussian stochastic processes and the

Linear-Gaussian time series have been widely used in many fields. The

reason for this is that the corresponding theories are well developed.

Consequently those models are utilized to approximate real dynamic

processes for convenience with varying degrees of accuracy.

Unfortunately, the whole beauty and ugliness of nature can not be

explained and created by linearity and Gaussianity only. In many

circumstances nonlinearity and non-Gaussianity can not be avoided. A

typical example uses a Quadratic form as a performance criterion to

treat linear-Gaussian processes. Such fine performance is usually

locally optimal but not globally so. The design of a time-optimal system

generally must use nonlinear control, such as bang-bang control, even

for a linearly controlled object. Because of the variety of

nonlinearity and the lack of efficient respective mathematical tools,

the analysis and synthesis of nonlinear processes are difficult. Some

revised linear methods and adaptive methods have been raised to treat

nonlinear problem[1416] . From the late 60's one kind of nonlinear

system, i.e. the bilinear system, has been investigated frequently[M3].

Here Bilinear means the dynamic equation, which describes the process,
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is linear in state, linear in input/control, but not jointly linear in

both. These bilinear models have been applied to many fields, such as

engineering, biology, ecology, medicine, economics, social science etc.

Some processes in those fields are essentially bilinear, and some could

be accurately approximated by bilinear processes under certain

conditions.[S5]

Those concrete examples of bilinear systems could be found in

[M4]-[M6]. Many early valuable papers of bilinear systems are collected

within [M7]-[M9], edited by Mohler and Ruberti. For deterministic

bilinear systems, many topics have been discussed, such as: basic

algebraic structure, controllability (including reachable zones),

observability, optimal control, realization, kernel identification, etc.

The discrete bilinear system is discussed in [T1]. A little later,

bilinear stochastic processes, i.e. bilinear systems excited by

stochastic processes, were discussed. [M12] overviewed some bilinear

stochastic systems. Some papers have discussed analytical methods and

state estimation methods for bilinear stochastic systems or

conditionally linear systems [L1]-[L2],[M13]-[M15]. A time series is a

special stochastic process, which is discrete and excited only by

independent, identically Gaussian distributed random sequence. Up to

that time, the linear time-series model, for which variables are assumed

to be Gaussian, was almost the only model used in time-series analysis.

In practice, a linear model can not fit the data accurately in many

fields[N1). This raises the development of nonlinear time series models.

Based upon the reasons mentioned above, the bilinear time series model

is a most interesting one. The aspects of stationarity, invertibility,

and parameter estimation etc. of the bilinear time series are discussed
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in [G2]-[G3], [S1]-[S3], [P2]-[P3], [T2], [Wl] etc. Most of these use

the time domain approach, but the frequency domain, e.g. with the

bispectrum, also may be used[S4). Other nonlinear time-series models

are: random coefficient models [N2], threshold autoregressive models[T3],

exponential auto-regressive models [H1], and state-dependent models[P4]

etc.

1-2 Outline of thesis

The next chapter discusses deterministic bilinear systems.

Although this is not the main purpose of this dissertation, the solution

of deterministic bilinear systems is useful for the bilinear stochastic

process. Basic algebraic structure of BLS is given in section 2-1. In

bilinear systems the superposition rule is not valid, but the property

given in section 1-2 is useful for building a relationship between the

parameters and affine linear static transforms of input (and/or output).

This property is unique to bilinear systems. The cascade connected

method in section 2-4 essentially is a decomposition into a Volterra

series. The structure of decomposition is a little different than

[B6],[M10], and the proof of convergence is given. In section 2-5 some

conditions for boundedness of state are given, which are significantly

different from linear systems.

Chapter 3 considers bilinear stochastic processes. Here the

randomness comes from the main input white Gaussion noise, i.e. the

bilinear term. So the analysis and estimation problem is different from

those only with corrupting additive noise. The decomposition to a

cascade form in section 3-2 is a generalization of the deterministic

bilinear system. Because a correction term exists in bilinear stochastic

differential equations, the decomposition has two differential forms.
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Both are convergent. The outline of proof is given. Stationarity of the

bilinear process, defined in section 3-4, is significantly different

than for linear processes. Here, the sense or order must be mentioned.

For simple scalar bilinear processes, stationarity in certain high-order

sense does not exist. Section 3-5 and 3-6 present two examples of

bilinear stochastic processes.

In section 4-1 affine bilinear models in time-series form are

shown to be more general than bilinear models, and more readily fit

certain data. When an ARMA(p,p) model is transferred to a vector

ARMA(i,1) model, the dimension of the vector is p, while for non-

anticipative AB(p,p), the dimension of the vector is 2p-1, and some

AB(p,p) can not even be transferred to a vector AB(1,1) model. The

emphasis of a useful property in Section 4-2 is to relax parameter

estimation of the AB time series. This is the same as for the continuous

case, in which order must be explained for stationarity. For scalar

AB(1,1), certain high-order stationarity does not exist. This concept is

always confused in many references, only in [T2] is it mentioned

implicitly. Two methods of parameter estimation are given in sections

4-6, 4-7. The criterion iii in the inverse method is similar to the

method in [S1]. An identification procedure for a general non-Gaussian

time series is discussed in section 4-9.

At last, some conclusion and directions of future research are

given in Chapter 5.

The core points of two mathematical tools are given in Appendices

1 and 2. These are frequently used for the analysis of the bilinear

systems. Other appendices are examples or proves for bilinear stochastic

processes and the bilinear time series.
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Chapter 2. Deterministic Bilinear Systems

2-1 Bilinear systems and affine bilinear systems[B4]

In this chapter we discuss the deterministic bilinear system, BLS,

with single input. Suppose all the states are measurable and neglect the

output equation. Then, the BLS can be described as

dx/dt = Ax +Bxu +Cu, (2-1-1)

where u is the input or control, a scalar time function,

x is the state, a nxl vector,

A, B, C are appropriate dimension matrices, constant or time-

varying.

If on the right side of (2-1-1) there is one more term which is

independent from u and x, then the system is an affine bilinear system

dx/dt = Ax+Bxu+Cu+D. (2-1-2)

Extending the state in (2-1-2) let xT = (1, xT), then

dx/dt = Ax+Bxur

where 0 0 0

A =

(2-1-3)

B
(D A) C B

For (2-1-2) the derivatives of &Ixil, i kronecker product of x,

i=1,2,,k, are

d&{x2}/dt = d(xEloc)/dt = (dx/dt)61x+x60(dx/dt)

= (A0I+IOA)(xgx)+(BOI+IOB)(x8x)u+(GOI+IMC)xu+(DOI+IOD)x

= &{ AI}&{ x2 } + & {DI }x + & {BI} & {x2 }u + & {CI }xu,

where &{FiGi} is the summation of all possible Kronecker product

combination of i F's and j G's,
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d & {x3} /dt = d(x0x6x)/dt

= (dx/dt)(8)xex+xe(dx/dt)Mx+xexel(dx/dt)

= (A0I0I+IOA0I+IOIGIA)&{x3}+(BOIOI+IOBOI+IOIOB) &{x3}u

+(C8IOI+IOCeI+IOIOC)&fx2lu+(DOIOI+I(VDOI+IOIOD)&lx21

d&fx3I/dt = &IAI216.{x3}+&{DI2}&{x2}+&{BI2}&{x3}u+&{Cl2}&{x2},

d & {xk} /dt = &IAIk- {DI---k 1 }&{xk-1} +&{BIk-1} &lxkl

+&{CIk-1} 6E{xk-1},

then the new state xT=(xT,6,{c2)T,...,&{xk,Ts/ still satisfies an affine

bilinear equation

dx/dt = Ax +Bxu +Cu +D, (2-1-4)

where A 0 0 0 D
& {DI} & {AI} 0 0 0

A = 0 &{DI2} &{AI2} 0 D = 0

o

0 0 &{DIk-1} &{AIk-1}/ 0

/ B 0 0 0 C

& {CI} & {BI} 0 0 0

B = 0 &{Cl2) &{BI2} 0 C= 0

&IBIk-11 +0I

For a nonlinear system ,if the nonlinearity only comes from the

triangular or exponential function of the input, such as sin(pu),

usin(pu), ePu, ., where p is any constant, then after appending some

new states we can transfer the original nonlinear system to a bilinear

system with a new input. In fact,

dsin(pu)/dt = pcos(pu)(du/dt),

dcos(pu)/dt = -psin(pu)(du/dt).

dePu/dt = pePu(du/dt),

d(usin(pu))/dt = [sin(pu)+pucos(pu)](du/dt),

d(ucos(pu))/dt = [cos(pu)-pusin(pu)](du/dt).
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d(uePu)/dt =(ePu+puePu)(du/dt),

After appending new states sin(pu), cos(pu), ePu, usin(pu) and

letting v=du/dt be the new input, this transfer can be done.(Fig. 2-1-1)

Now we consider the results from different connections of two

bilinear systems.

dxl/dt = A1x1 +B1x1u +C1u +D1,

dX2/dt = A2x2 +B2x2u +C2u +D2.

(i) parallel connection y = xi+x2 (Fig. 2-1-2)

dy/dt = dxl/dt+dx2/dt

= Aixi+A2x2+(Blx1 +B2x2)u+(Ci+C2)u+(Di+D2)

= (A1-A2)x1+A2y+( 31-B2)xu+B2yu+(Cl+C2)u+(Di+D2).

(

So, dxl/dt Al 0 xl BI 0 xl
u

dy/dt A1-A2 A2 y B1-B2 B2 Y

Cl

Ci+C2

D1

Di+D2

or, dxl/dt\ Al 0 0 f xi /B1 0 0 xi

dx2/dt 0 A2 0 x2 0 B2 0 x2

dy/dt 0 0 0 / ti y 000Iy
D1

C2 u+ D2

Di+D2

The new state (xl, y) or (xl, x2, y) still satisfies a bilinear system.

(ii) Kronecker product y = xidDx2 (Fig. 2-1-3)

d(xfRx2)/dt = (dxl/dt)(9x2+xio(dx2/dt)

= (AIISI+ISA2)(xpliPx2)+(IOD2)xl+(DIORI)x2

+ (BieI+I0B2) (xlex2) u+ (I8C2) xiu+ x2u,
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so that a new state (xl, x2, y) still satisfies a bilinear system. When

B1=82=0, the original systems are linear or affine linear, the new state

(xi, x2, y) do not satisfy a linear system.

(iii) Serial connection (Fig. 2-1-4)

dxl/dt = aixl+bixiu+clu+di,

dx2/dt = A2x2+E2x2x1 +C2x1+D2.

Only B2=0, (xi, x2T)T satisfies a bilinear system, so if a linear system

is followed by a bilinear system then the total system is not bilinear,

but if any bilinear system is followed by any linear system then the

total system is bilinear. If linear systems are connected serially the

total system is linear.

2-2 A useful property of (affine) bilinear systems

The general form of affine bilinear system BLS for scalar input is

dx(t)/dt = A( t) x (t) +B(t)x(t)u(t) +C(t)u(t) +D(t),

where x(t) is n-dimensional state vector,

u(t) is scalar input,

A(t), B(t) are nxn matrices, C(t), D(t) are nxl matrices;

(2-2-1)

and when D(t)=0, it is a bilinear system. The system (2-2-1) is

obviously nonlinear and the superposition rule is no longer valid on it.

But different from general nonlinear systems, some convenient properties

of (affine) linear systems could be "borrowed" to use on it, so the

analysis and synthesis of affine bilinear systems become easier.

(i) If the input u(t) is an (affine) linear static transform of another

input v(t), i.e.

u(t) = p(t)v(t)+q(t), (2-2-2)
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(for linear transform q(t)=0), then the relationship between state x(t)

and v(t) still has the BLS structure of (2-2-1)

dx(t) /dt = (A(t)+E(t)q(t)]x(t)+[B(t)p(t))x(t)v(t)

+[C(t)p(t)]v(t)+[D(t)+C(t)q(t)]. (2-2-3)

(ii) If the new state vector y(t) is an (affine) linear static transform

of the old state vector x(t), i.e.

y(t) = P(t)x(t)+Q(t), (2-2-4)

(for linear transform Q(t)=0), where P(t) is proper and dP(t)/dt,

dQ(t)/dt exist, then the relationship between Y(t) and u(t) still has

the BLS structure of (2-2-1)

dy(t) /dt = (P(t)A(t)P-1(t)+(dP(t)/dt)P-1(t)]y(t)

+[P(t)B(t)P-1(t)]y(t)u(t)

+[P(t)C(t)-P(t)B(t)P-1(t)Q(t) ]u(t)

+ (dQ (t) /dt) +P (t)D (t) (dP (t) /at ) P-1 (t ) Q (t)

-P(t)A(t)P-1(t)Q(t)]. (2-2-5)

Combining (i) and (ii), the following useful property results:

Proposition. If the original system is (affine) bilinear, after doing

(affine) linear static transforms on state and/or input respectively,

the new state and new input also constitute an (affine) bilinear system.

(Fig. 2-2-1)

2-3 The solution of affine bilinear systems

For solving affine bilinear systems, the technique for solving

linear systems could be "borrowed". The right side of (2-2-1) could be

organized into two parts, the first part is linear in x(t), the second

one does not depend on x(t),

dx(t)/dt = [A(t)+B(t)u(t)]x(t)+[C(t)u(t)+D(t)]. (2-3-1)
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For given input u(t), (2-3-1) is a time-varying linear differential

equation, and the varying parameters are affine linear transforms of

u(t) .

As in the linear equation, first we solve the "homogeneous"

equation

dxh(t) /dt = [A(t)+B(t)u(t)]xh(t). (2-3-2)

For given u(t), (2-3-2) is a non-stationary linear equation, the

solution xh(t) is linear in initial condition xh(t=t0). If A(t), B(t)

and the given input u(t) are bounded over time interval [tQ,tT], then

the varying parameter [A(t)+B(t)u(t)] is uniformly bounded over [tQ,tT]

and Lipschitz condition is satisfied, so for given u(t) and initial

condition xh(t=t0)=x0 the solution xh(t) exists and is unique. Suppose

the solution of (2-3-2) is xh(t,t0,x0,u(r)), tE[to,tT], to<r<t, then

(i) for given u(t),

xh(t,to,x0,u(T-))=(t,to,u(r))x0. (2-3-3)

Later for simplicity, 4(t,t0,u(t)) is denoted as (t,t0), it is a nxn

matrix and a functional of u(t),

dif(t,to) /dt = [A(t)+B(t)u(t)].4P(t,t0); (2-3-4)

(ii) for any u(t), tPto,to) = In, (2-3-5)

where In is nxn unity matrix.

(iii) for given u(t), 4-1(t,t0) exists.

To find L(t,to) is not easy, but it is discussed in 2-4. If for given

u(t), [A(t)+B(t)u(t)] and ExpdT(A(v)+B(r)u(y))dr] are commutable then

°P(t,t0) = Exp[S,L(A(r)+B(T)u(t))dr].

In general, however, the above formula does not hold.[IP13



Suppose the clihas been derived somehow. Let

x(t) =CE.(t,to)y(t), (2-3-6)

where y(t) is a nxl vector and y(t0)=x0, then

(dii(t,t0)/dt)y(t)4(t,t0) (dy(t)/dt)

= [A(t)+B(t)u(t)4(t,t0)y(t)+[C(t)u(t)+D(t)l,

dy (t) /dt =4-1(t,t0) [c(t) u (t) +D (t ) , (2-3-7)

so, y(t) = x0 -1A1P-1 (m,t0)[C(r)u(T)+D(r))d , (2-3-8)

x(t) = L(t,t0)xo+c(t,to)S.Lif-1(T,t0) Ec (r) u (T) +D(r) ] dr, (2-3-9)

Another method is to solve the extended homogeneous bilinear

equation

dx(t)/dt = [A(t)+B(t)u(t))x(t). (2-3-10)

So the key is to solve homogeneous bilinear equation.

2-4 The solution of the stationary "homogeneous" bilinear system

Even for linear systems, the general nonstationary homogeneous

differential equation is not easy to solve, for the solution depends on

the parameter matrix A(t) strongly. So here, we only discuss the

stationary bilinear "homogeneous" system with

dx(t)/dt = [A+Eu(t)]x(t), x(t=0)=x0. (2-4-1)

There are several methods which could be tried:

(i) consequent approximation method.

From (2-4-1) we have

x(t) = [A+Bu (t ) ] x (r) d .

The zeroth-approximation is chosen as

x0(t)=x0

(2-4-2)

(2-4-3)

The kth-approximation is calculated using the (k-1)th- approximation as

xk(t) x0 +5 [A+Bu(t)]xk_1(t)d-c. (2-4-4)

11
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When u(t) is bounded over [0,t], the Lipschitz condition is satisfied,

so this consequent approximation is convergent, lxk(t)-xk_1(t)1 tends to

zero as k increases.

(ii) cascade connected method. [B6][M10] (Fig. y 2-4-1)

Because (2-4-1) is nonlinear, if the input u(t) increases times we

assume x(t) will become Epixi(t). Substituting these into (2-4-1) and

equalizing left and right sides for any power term of we we have an

infinitely cascade connected linear differential equations for xi(t)

dx0(t)/dt = Axo(t).

dxl(t)/dt = Axi(t)+Bxo(t)u(t),

dx2(t)/dt = Ax2(t)+Bxl(t)u(t),

dx3(t)/dt = Ax3(t)+Bx2(t)u(t).

with initial conditions

xi(t=0) = x0, i=0,

= 0, i0.

Then let p=1, so x(t) = 2: xi(t).

The kth approximation of x(t) is the sum of first (k+1) xi

k
xk(t) =/Exi(t).

1=0

(2-4-5)

When u(t) is bounded over [0,t], this approximation is convergent. In

fact, the solutions of (2-4-5) are

x0 (t) = eAtx0,

xl(t) = eAtle-AT, BeAriu(ri)drixo,

x2 (t) = eAVe-A-ri Bu (t2)11-2e-AT'BeAr'ucri)dridr2x0,
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(t = eAtscte-A-r3 Bu e-Ar
2 Bu (T2)5:2 e-Air

u(r1)dr1dr2dr3x0,

Because e-ATB, eAL, u(r) are bounded over [0,t],

mlm2tm3,

m11/2!(m2t)m3,

m11/3,(m2t)3m3,

lx1(t)1 <

lx2(t)1 <

lx3(t) <

where mi, m2 are the norms of certain constant nxn matrices; m3 is the

norm of certain constant nxl vector. The difference between kth and

(k-1)th-approximation

lxk(t)-xk_1(t); = Isck(t)1 < mi1 ikl(m2t)km3

tends to zero as k increases.

For some special A and B, only finite xi(t) terms exist, so after only

finite approximation we can have precise solution.

(iii) direct method.(uncertain function method)[42]

The matrices A, B and Lie Bracket [A,B], [A,[A,B,]], [A,[A,[A,B)]],

consist of a Lie Algebra. Suppose the dimension of the Lie algebra

is m, m n2, and E1, E2, , Em is a set of basis. Assume

m
x(t) = n Exp(Eifi(t))xo, (2-4-6)

i=1

where fi(t) are uncertain scalar functions with fi(t=0)=0.

The derivative of x(t) is

m 1
dx(t)/dt

[j-n
Exp(Eifi(t)])E-if fl Exp(Eifi(t))][cifi(t)/dt]xo.

j=1 i=1 i=j

Substituting it into (2-4-1), replacing A, B with the linear

combinations of Ei and doing some further calculation, finally we could
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have a set of scalar differential equations of uncertain functions

fi(t). Solving fi(t) means solving x(t). Unfortunately fi(t) are not

always solvable, the solvability of fi(t) depends on matrices A, B, and

also depends on the choosing of Ei. Some examples for this method are

listed in Appendix 3.

2-5 The boundedness of state in bilinear systems

If all elements of A, B and u(t) are bounded over the finite

interval [tO,tT], the solution of the bilinear system exists and is

unique, so x(t), tt[to,tT], are bounded, but when t tends to infinity

x(t) may be boundless. At first we discuss the boundedness of x(t) in

the bilinear "homogeneous" equation

dxh(t)/dt = [A+Bu(t)]xh(t), xh(0)=x0. (2-5-1)

The solution xh(t) satisfies

xh(t)=Exp(At)xo+S:Exp(A(t-T))Bu(c)xh(r)dt, (2-5-2)

and the norm of xh(t) satisfies

Ixh(t)11Exp(At)11x01-1-ZI (Exp (A (t-t) ) I I B flu (t )1 Ixh (r) I dv. (2-5-3)

If all the real parts of the eigenvalues of A are negative then

lExp(At)J, jExp(A(t-T))1 are uniformly bounded over [t0,t]. According

[B2], for (2-5-3)

Ixh(t)14.5. cExp(ilu(T) Idm), (2-5-4)

rboi
here c is a constant. When jclu(T)Idt< Ixh(t))1<00, tE[°,000); so

I(t,r)1, tE(0,rv), TE[0,t), is bounded . Then if all the elements of C,

D are finite,

Ix (t) 1 (t.,o )1 I xo I 4-Z,_141
(t,T)11Cu(t)+Didt (2-5-5)

is bounded over [0,00) .
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Proposition. If in the bilinear system, A is stable and rlu(T)icir<to,

then the state x(t) is bounded over [0,00).

The above sufficient condition is too severe. The condition

1471u(t)idr< cannot be reduced to ru(T)dT<Oofor any B and stable A. For

the scalar system

dx/dt=(a+bu(t))x, (2-5-7)

x=exp(at+b,Uu(T)dT)x0=exp(at)exp(bSuCrld-c)x0. (2-5-8)

If a<0 and ru(r)dr<00, then x(t) is uniformly bounded over [0,MO. For

multi-dimensional systems if there exists a nonsingular matrix P such

that PAP-1, PBP-1 are triangular matrices, then when all the real parts

of the eigenvalues of A are negative x(t) is uniformly bounded over

[0,170).
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Chapter 3 Bilinear Stochastic Processes

3-1 Bilinear differential equations

The general form of homogeneous bilinear system is

dx(t)/dt = A(t)x(t)+B(t)x(t)u(t), (3-1-1)

where u(t) is the input, x(t) is the state or output. When the input of

a bilinear system is a stochastic process, then the state is also a

stochastic process; generally it is non-stationary and non-Gaussian even

if the input is stationary and/or Gaussian. In this chapter we consider

the input ut is a standard, white Gaussian noise with zero mean and

unity intensity. Because of the a previously discussed property of the

bilinear system ( BLS ), if the input process has mean mu(t) and

intensity u2(t) then it could be described by a new BLS equation with

the standard input e(t)

dx(t)/dt = {A(t)+B(t)mu(t)lx(t)+0;:(t)B(t)e(t). (3-1-2)

The condition of "whiteness" is very severe and impractical, but this

abstractness eases the burden of analysis. The white noise is an

engineering terminology, it is not integrable wp 1, so (3-1-1) has no

mathematical meaning. The white Gaussian noise might be regarded as the

formal derivative of a Wiener process. According to [J1], we use the

stochastic differential equation (in the Ito sense) to describe the

output (or state) process xt

dxt = (A(t)+ B2(t))xtdt+B(t)xtdwt, (3-1-3)

where wt is a standard Wiener process, and B2(t)xtdt is the correction

term due to the nonlinearity of B(t)xtdwt.
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3-2 The solution of bilinear stochastic processes

First we discuss the existence of the solution following Theorem

4.5 in [J1]. Assume that A(t) and B2(t), B(t) in (3-1-3) satisfies

Lipschitz condition on [tO,tT]:

IA(t)-A(r)1 < kit-TI,

12,2(t)_,B2(11
) < kit-ti,

1B(t)-B(T)I < kit-TI,

where k is a constant, and the initial condition xto is any random

vector with E[xto Txt0]<p°, independent of dwt, tE[to,tT]. Then the

stochastic differential equation (3-1-3) has a solution xt which is:

(i) a Markov process, uniquely determined by xtO in mean-square

sense,

(ii) mean-square continuous on [tO,tT],

(iii) E[xtTxt] < M on [tO,tT],

(iv) Jot E[xtTxt]dt < M.

For the bilinear process with constant A(t) and B(t)

dxt = (A+2B2)xtdt+Bxtdwt, (3-2-1)

the above Lipschitz condition is automatically satisfied.

Solving a nonlinear stochastic differential equation is a very

difficult task. The difficulty relates to the structure of the process,

fortunately for the bilinear stochastic process several different

methods are available. Because of (i) above, different methods yield

identical results.

(1) A successive Approximation Method

Let xt° be any process with properties (i)-(iv), for example

xt°=x0, and for k>0 let



then
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dx xrk-ldt+s:Bx.ck-ld,tk = xt0-1 (A+1E2)

l.i.m. xtk = xt,
k co

(3-2-2)

t e[t 0 , t T] . ( 3-2-3)

The proof of convergence is within the proof of theorem 4.5 in [J1].

(2) Decomposing to Cascade Form: Method A.

The stochastic differential equation (3-2-1) is not linear, so if

the input Wiener process wt is increased IA times in magnitude, the

output process xt will not increase the same ?times. Suppose that xt is

decomposed into infinite components and each component increases in a

corresponding power times of , i.e.

dwt dwt,

xt -''xOt-11.4x1t41A2x2t+P3x3t+..., (3-2-4)

with the initial conditions: xot(0)=xt(0)=x0,

xnt(0)=0, n is not 0.

Substitution of (3-2-4) into (3-2-1), because Al could be any value, the

components of xt must satisfy the following cascade of equations:

dxot = (A+02) xotdt,

dxlt (A+1B2) xitdt+Bxotdwt,

dx2t (A+1E2) x2tdt+Exitdwt,

dxnt = (A+2B2)xntdt+Bx (n-l)tdwt,

(3-2-5)

After sequentially solving (3-2-5), letJA =1 then xt is available. The

kth-approximation is

k
-

xt
k

xit-
i=0

To show the convergence, let

(3-2-6)

xit = Exp((A+p2)t)ylt, i=0,1,2, (3-2-7)



then dyot = 0, Y00=m0,

dyit = Exp(-(A+232)t)BExp((A+2B2)t)y(i_1)tdwt,

Yi0=0,

The solutions of (3-2-8) are

hence

i=1,2,-... (3-2-8)

yOt x0,

yit =S:-Exp(-(A+1B2)t)BExp((A+-1B2)-0y(i_l)rdw.c,

E[YotTY0t] E[x0Tx0],

E [yitTyit E [sotsoty IG (r) TG y )crdWa.

= ,UE[y(i_l)cTG(r)TG071Y(i-1)crd'irdwx

= SotE (Y(±-1).c TG (C) TG (Z) y (±_i)t d'L

= STrIE[y(i_nry(i_i)r TiG TG (r) }dt,

where G(t) = Exp(- (A+ts2) )BExp((A+4132) );

because tO Orzct * tT, IG(r)I < m, for some m > 0,

Tr{E [1,0,7]} = E[YrT4],

so E IyitTYit tm2E[x0Tx0],

E [Y2tTY2t

by induction

m2EixoTxollircix = m2E[x0Ix0](1/20t2;
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E [YktTYkt ] < m2E[xoTx01(1/kotTk.

Hence E[xktTxkt] (likotTkor some c>0, (3-2-9)

when k-->co, xtk is convergent uniformly in mean square sense.

(3) Decomposing to Cascade Form: Method B.

In (3-2-1) the correction term 2 B2xtdt comes from B2xtE[dwt2].

When dwt increase p times, it seems that this term should increase/A2

times. Here, we suppose the whole dt term (A+2 132)xtdt increases p2

times, i.e.



dwt dwt,

dt -4-)U2dt,

dxt xOt+Px1t+P2x2t-I-P3x3t1,

with the initial conditions: xot(0) = xt(0) = xo,

xnt(0) = 0, n is not 0.

(3-2-10)

23

Substitution of (3-2-10) into (3-2-1), the components of xt should

satisfy dxot 0,

dxit = Bxotdwt,

dx2t (A+i-B2) xotdt+Bxitdwt,

dx3t = (A+2B2)xitdt+Bx2tdwt,

(3-2-11)

After solving the above cascade form, let ,J =1 and we get xt. In fact,

the solutions of (3-2-11) are

xOt x0,

xlt =S4Bdwa.xo = Bwtxo,

xit = Set (A+2B2)x(i_2)(rd0-+SotBx(i_1)o.dwo.., i=2,3, .e. (3-2-12)

so, E[xot TxOt] = E (x0Tx0) ,

E[xit Tx1t] = StTr{E[x0x0T]BTB}da-tclE[xoTx0], for some ci>0,

E[xitTxit] t... 2E [...1.(t.,x(i_2)0..T(A+.1B2)T (A+2B2)x(i_2 dOdt]

+2E [-Ux(i-1)o-TBTBx(i-1)1r dw,,Awv]

2tTSTrfEfx (A+.182) T (A +2 B2) }do-

+2.VrIE[x (i...1)o-x(i_1)oT)BTB}do-

...2tTc2SE[x(i_2)0-Tx(i_2)0r]d0-

+2c1SE[x(i_ixrTx(i_1)r]d0; i=2,3,.o. (3-2-13)

E [x2tTx2t] 2{tTc2t+ci (1/20t2)E[xoTx0

= c{ t +(1/2!) t2 }, for some c>0.

By induction,
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E[xitTxit] T-5; cl(1/i-1

Hence the kth approximation

k
x
t
k = Z x.

i=0
(3-2-14)

is uniformly convergent in the mean-square sense as k tends to W.

(4) The Direct Method.

Assume the form of xt is

1
xt = (1 Exp (Ei.git) xo,

i=1
(3-2-15)

where x0 is the initial random vector;

Ei, are nxn matrices, a set of bases of the Lie Algebra

consisting of B, [A,B], [A,[A,B]],; 1 is the dimension of the

Lie Algebra;

git, i=1,,1 are scalar stochastic processes, which satisfy

dgit = fitdt + hitdwt, (3-2-16)

fit, hit are random time functions.

Choosing the appropriate {Ei} and substituting (3-2-15) into (3-2-1), we

could derive the differential equations for fit, hit. If fit and git are

solvable, then we can solve xt.

(5) Transfer From Deterministic Method.

At the beginning we suppose u(t) is deterministic and solve (3 -1-

1) using any method; after we have the solution, change u(t)dt to dwt,

here wt is a Wiener process. In this method we do not need to consider

the correction term since the effect of the correction term and the Ito

integral will counteract each other.

The choice of which method to use is related to the structure of

A(t), B(t). Usually method (5) is used and the respective method in the
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deterministic case is more convenient. Some examples are given in

Appendix 4.

3-3 Some stochastic characteristics of the bilinear process

Usually, the exact solution of a bilinear process and it's

distribution function are not necessary, but only some stochastic

characteristics are needed. Here some of them are discussed. Assume the

affine bilinear stochastic system is given by

dx/dt = Ax+Bxu+Cu+D. (3-3-1)

Where u is a standard white-noise process. Then xt satisfies the

stochastic differential equation

dxt = (A+p2)xtdt+(D+IBC)dt+(Bxt+C)dwt. (3-3-2)

(1)Mean.

Because xt is a Markovian process, xt is independent of dwt, E[xtdwt]=0,

so dE[xt] = E[dxt] = (A+2B2)E[xt]dt+(D+2BC)dt, (3-3-3)

E[xt] = Exp((A+2B2)t)E[x0]+ZExp((A+i-B2)(t-T))(D+2BC)dr. (3-3-4)

If (A+ 1-B2) is stable, i.e. all the eigenvalues of (A+i-B2) have non-

positive real part and the duplicate pure imaginary eigenvalues have

linearly independent eigenvectors, then E[xt] is bounded.

(2) high-order moments.

Let & {xt2} xtext, & {xt3} = x@x.t.°xt,

then d& {xt2 } = cixtext+xtedxt+22(Bx.t+C)8(Bxt+C)dt

= &{(A+-1B2)I} &{xt2}dt+&((D+fBC)I)xtdt

+&{ BI}&fxt2Idwt+&{CI}xtdWt+&{B2} &{xt2}dt

+ & {BC}xtdt + & {C2}dt

= WAI)+14{(B2)I}+&{B2})&[xt2}dt+WDI)+-1&{(BC)I})xtdt

+&(C2)dt+&(BI)&fxt21dWt+&(CI)xtdwt, (3-3-5)
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dE[ & {xt2}] = E[d & {xt2}]

= (&{AI} +2(&(BI}) 2)E[&{xt2}1dt

+(&{DI}+i&{(BC)I}+&{BC})E[xt]dt+&{C2}dt. (3-3-6)

By induction,

dE[&(xt1}] = WAI1-11+-1-(& (BI 1-1))2)1E[&fxt1I]dt

+(&{ DI 1-1}+±&{(BC)I1-1} +&{BCI1-2})E(&{xt1-1}]dt

+&{C2I1-2}E(&{xt1-2})dt. (3-3-7)

If &fAI11+ i=0,1,,l-1, are stable, i.e. all the

eigenvalues of those Kronecker product matrices have non-positive real-

part and the duplicate pure imaginary eigenvalues have linearly

independent eigenvectors, then E[&{xti}], i=1,2,l, are bounded; If

all the eigenvalues of &{AIi}+I(&IBIll)2, i=0,1,,1-1, have negative

real-part, then E(&{xti}] tends to a constant as t-1.-co, i=1,2,1.

(3) correlated moments.

From (3-3-2) let xt = Exp((A+2B2)t)yt, then

dyt = {Exp(-(A+2B2)t)1(D+iBC)dt+(Exp(-(A+I-B2)t)}(Bxt+C)dwt.

For initial condition xt and fixed ,

xt+T.= Exp((A+iB2)01xt

+Exp((A+2B2)(t+0.1).Exp(-(A+2B2)-C)}(D+2BC)dt

+Exp((A+p2)(t+01)5,14-17-{Exp(-(A+i-B2)-C))(BX.c+C)dw,

On the right side of the above formula, the second term is a matrix,

which depends on A, B, C, D and , and is denoted by F below. In the

third term, dw, is independent of at and xt, t....r+ir, since xt is

Markovian. Hence

E[xt+mext] = {Exp((A-4B2)17110I}E[xtext]+(FOI)E[xt]. (3-3-8)

Similarly, we can find other high-order correlated moments. When

E[ & {xtk}] is bounded, all kth-order correlated moments are bounded.
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3-4 Stationarity of bilinear stochastic processes

When parameter identification or similar operations are performed,

it is necessary to calculate moments of the process with expectations

taken on all possible sample processes. Usually, just one sample process

is available, and time averages instead of sample averages must be used.

For this purpose stationarity and the appropriate degree of ergodicity

is needed.

Linear stochastic processes are Gaussian if the input is Gaussian;

so if xt is stationary in the wide sense (first and second moments) then

it is stationary in the strict sense. However bilinear stochastic

processes are non-Gaussian, so we should define high-order stationarity.

Definition. For any t,T,01,0-,--,C(1 _1), if the lth -order correlated

moment of xt satisfies

E I xtelIct +a-1@xt. +7-2 0' 6 xt +al /- 1 ) ]

E [xt-Frert+ri-a-1 ext+t+020' 'ext-i-r4-6,-(1 -1) (3-4-1)

then xt is lth-order stationary.

Definition. For any t, if the lth -order correlated

moment of xt, E[xt@xt.00-10xt.i0-20ext+19(/-1)] constant

matrix which only depends on Ori, a-2,---,c7.1_1) as t-v-ro,

then xt is lth-order asymptotically stationary.

Later, it is assumed that the process is stable and initiated such

a long time ago, that asymptotic stationarity may be assumed. From 3-4

we see that lth -order stationarity depends on the performance of

E[&{xt1}], and we have the following.
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THEOREM 3-4. For the bilinear stochastic process xt with standard Wiener

process input, the necessary and sufficient condition of

1th-order (asymptotic) stationarity of xt are that all the

6,{AIi} +*(&{BIi})2, i=0,1,2,(1-1), are stable. If xt is

/th-order (asymptotically) stationary then it must be ith-

order, i<1, (asymptotically) stationary but vice verse may

not be true.

For the scalar bilinear stochastic process

dxt = (a+fb2)xtdt+2bcdt+(bxt+c)dwt, (3-4-2)

the xt1 , 132, satisfies

d(xt1) = lxt1-1dxti21(1-1)xt 1-2(bxt2+c)2dt

= 1(a+klb2)(xtl)dt+1(1-*)bc(xt1-1)dt

+ 1(1-1)c2(xt1-2)dt+1(bxt+C)dwt,

then E[xtl] = 1(a+ilb2)E[xtl]dt+1(1-2)bcE[xt1-1]dt

(3-4-3)

+ 1(1-1)c2 E[xt 1-2 ])dt, 1,2. (3-4-3)

So, if a+11b2<0, then E[xtl] is stable and tends to constant as t-0.co.

E[xtl] stable, guarantee that E[xtl -1] is stable, but vice verse may not

true. If b=0, eventually for some n, a+2nb2>0, E[xtn] will be unstable.

3-5 The multiple input case

Now we discuss a special case of the bilinear system

dx/dt = xu, (3-5-1)

where the state x is a scalar; the input u is a white, Gaussian process

with mean p and intensity (r; then the scalar process xt satisfies

dxt = 9.4+1-02)xtdt+Txtdwt, (3-5-2)

where wt is a standard Wiener process. From 3-2,

xt = exp(5o udr)xo = exp(pt+Twt)xo. (3-5-3)
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The conditional distribution of xt given x0 is lognormal. Suppose

the measurement yt = xt is discrete; we want to estimate the input mean

and intensity cr.

Let yi = yist, wi = wiLSt, Swi = (3-5-4)

Here t>0 is the measurement period; then

ln(y2/171) =)1,11,15t+rEW1,

ln(yi+1/yi) =PEt+01wi-

6Wi, i=1,2,,k are normally distributed with zero mean and diagonal

covariance matrix = StIk. Obviously, given k+1 data yi,

a good estimator of p is

Pk+1 = ( Eln(yi+1/Yi))/k5t=an(Yk+1/Y1)/k6t,
i=1

i.e
1n

k
=p+(crikst) z swi.

(3-5-5)

This estimator is unbiased, efficient and with minimum variance, i.e,

E [rAk+1] = p (3-5-6)

Var [/l,4)(+1] --(72/k61-- (3-5-7)

For estimating Q' let

zi = ln(Yi+2 Yi/Y1+12) = ln(Yi+2/Yi+1) -1n(yi+1/yi)

vi = 614i+l-Swir

zk = (z1,z2,,zk)T,

vk = (3-5-8)

Here vi, i=1,n are normally distributed with zero mean and

covariance matrix

Cov[vk] = E[vkTvk] = MkOt,
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Mk

/ 2 -1 0 0

-1 2 -1 0

-
0 2 -1
0 -1 2

(3-5-9)

Then zi = 0-(16wi+i-Swi) = vi,

zk = Crvk,

We can use 2 different estimators of

(i) Maximum likelihood estimator.

The likelihood function is

1(zk;01 = {(21.1r8t)-"O'kiMk1 -1/2}exp(_Aor26t-1zkTmk-1 zk), (3-5-10)

A
where IMk1 is the determinant of Mk. The estimator 01+2 makes 1(zk;01

maximum

al (Zki0) iZtOj=a7c#2= 0,

(-k61+2 1(sk;Ork+2) = 0,

SO Crk+2 =
((ykTmk -lzk)/kji.)1/2. (3-5-11)

Since Mk is positive symmetric, there exists a positive definite matrix

Pk such that

Let

pkTpk
= Mk-1.

sk = ort-1/2Pkvk, then

E[skskT] = E [Pkvkl7kTPT]5t-1 = PkE[vOrkT]PkT67t-1 = PkMkPkT = Ik,

and sk is normally distributed with zero mean and unity covariance

matrix. The norm 'ski is Rayleigh distributed[Ml]

p(r) = (2rk-1)(2k/2.r(k/2))-lexp(_r2/2), r>0,

where ris the Gamma function,

r(z) =ruz-le-udu, (Re z >0); r(z +1) = zr(z), r(1/2) =

The mean and mean square of sk are:

E[Iski] = rrp(r)dr = 21/2 ((k+1)/2) -1(k/2),

E[IskI2] rr2P( r)dr = k,
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and hence

a-k+2 = alvkTmk-lvkik81}1/2 = aiskTskik}1/2 --(rk-1/2[ski

Therefore E(0 1/21(+2] = 012/k) r( (k+1)/2)r-1(k/2).

Var [Clc.+2] E[81+-2]-E2 [5-k+2]

= 0-2 (1- (2/k)r2 ( (k+1) /2)1-2 (k/2) .

(3-5-12)

(3-5-13)

This estimator is asymptotically unbiased. Let the estimate error be

A

a"-k+2 =Cr-a-k+2-

The mean and mean-square of relative, estimate errors are

Dtk+2 = E[k+2Ar] = 1-(2/k)1/2i'--k(k+1)/24--1(k/2)

8k+2 E[(6i+2/402] = 1-2E[81(4.2/(r]+E2[61.1.2/0-]

= 1-2(1-0) +1 = 2d,

when k Otk, Bk --a- 0.

For recursively computing k+2a from Appendix 5 we define

m -1
"k+1 =

Qk rk

T .

-k gk+1

Qk Mk-14-zkrkTgk+1-1,

rk +1T (gk+2zkTagk+2gk+1),

gk+1 = (k+1)/(k+2),

so that

(3-5-14)

zk+1
Tm

k+1
-1

zk+1 zk
Tc2

kzk zk
T
zkzk+1-1-zk+irk

T
zk zk+1 gk+1

= zkTMk-lzk+(zkTr-)x 2/,gk+14-2zkTzkzk+1+zk+12gk+1

zkTMk-lzk+gk+1(zk+14-zkTzk/gk+1)2,

= zkTMk-lz-k +' kzk+14-gk)2 (k+1)/(k+2),

where gk = zkTzkigk+11 and

gk+1 = zk+1Trk+1 igk+2 zkTrk-1-zk+lgk+1 gk+1(gIc+zk+1)



The recursive formulae are

A A

0)(1_3 = {(k/k+1)(01(4.2) 24-(gk+zk+1) 2/(k+2)&1 1/2,

gk+1 (g0-zk+1)(k+2)/(k+3), k?.1, (3-5-15)

where zk = ln(,Yk+217k/Y (k+12) = ln sYk+2/Yk+1)- ln(yk+1/Yk)

= (26t)-1/2z1r g1 iz1/The initial conditions

come from M1 =

2 -1

= ) I M2-1 =
-1 2 1/3 2/3

ri = 1/3, q2 = 2/3, gl = z1/2-

(ii) Unbiased estimator.

Since zi i=1,2,---k, or zk = 0vk,

where E[v0=0, E[vkvkT]=MkJt.

is Rayleigh distributed with

pv(r) = orca)-1/2exp(_r2/467t), r>0.

So E[Ivil] = J:rpv(r)dr=Or -1/2 so°rexp(-r2/4Jt)dr

= 2(St/n) 1/2,

Eovii2) = j7r2pv (r)dr=2St.

An unbiased estimator takes the form of

then

61+2 = (7./4k245t)1/2
iz.1;

i=1'

E [crk+2] = Cr/

= (X/4k2oft) Efizilizil]
i,j=1

k k-1 k k-2
(TC/4k2a)( E[jzi14] +2 X E[Izillzi+11]+

i=1 i=1 i=3 j=1

When i-j > 2, vi, vj are uncorrelated, so that

E[Izilizil] = 0.2E [ vi 1] E [Ivi I ]=4020vii /7r

32
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vi and vi+1 are correlated Gaussian sequences, so that Izilizi+1 I is

generalized Rayleigh distributed; its p.d.f is

p (r) = (2r101211.11/613,-rj1/2I_1/2(r10121/crt)K0(r (011022)1/2/6t),

where = Cov-1(vi,vi+i)Ft

(C= 1/3, 011

2 -1 \-1 (2/3 1/3

=

-1 2 / 1/3 2/3

=;22 2/3, 012 1/3;

I is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, and

K is the modified Bessel function of the second kind.

(2/9ASt3)1/qrr3/2Then E[ vi ] = (I_1/2(r/34t)K0(2r/301t)dr,

= (2/971:rit3) 1/2 ±e (i!r(-.+i)) 1(116Jt)2j(1/2) rr1+2jKo(2r/3jt)dr,
j=0

Do

= (2/977a3)1/2(1/6crit)-1/2(2/3&)-2 2-24--14-Fir(1 +j)
j=0

(3,13/27fiCrt (j!j!/(2j) !) "A=1.436Et.
j=0

So P[n---k+22] (?0'2/4k2) {2k +2 (k-1)-1.436+4(k-1)(k-2)/-}

= Cr2 (77./2k)+ (1.4367-L1k-1) /2k2) + (k-1) (k-2) /k21.

= 211+(1.21871-3)/k+(2-.718711/k2)

Var [Ck+2] = E [61(+22]-(2 = (02/k) ( .826-.256/k) . (3-5-18)

For this estimator off)", the mean of relative estimate error is zero,

and the mean square of relative estimate error is

4+2 = var[01+2]/02 = (.826/k)-(.25/k2),

which is larger than Bk+2 in (i) (see Fig. 3-5-1) and when k-o-oo,



3-6. A moving-point object and the estimation of it's angular

velocity[1417]

Now we discuss an example of the vector bilinear process. Suppose

a point object is moving on a plane, with constant speed but changing

direction (Fig. 3-6-1). This model could be described as:

d(sin0)/dt = (cos0)(dO/dt),

d(cos0)/dt = -(sin0)(dO/dt),

dy/dt = v(sin0).

dx/dt = v(cos0). (3-6-1)

Here 0 is the heading angle, x, y are the rectangular coordinates, v is

velocity magnitude. Suppose the angular velocity is given by

dO/dt =Cd+et, (3-6-2)

where et is a standard white Gaussian process with zero mean and unity

intensity. Choosing the

ztT = ( sinO, cosO,

dzt/dt = vAzt+Bzt(dO/dt)

where (0 0)
A -

BA

Here zt is a stochastic

state vector

y, x ),

(B 0

A0 0

process,

(1 0\

0 )1

which

B

0

-1

satisfies

0

the

(3-6-3)

(3-6-4)

stochastic

differential equation

dzt = (vA4B+ig2B2)ztdt+OPSztdwt, (3-6-5)

where wt is a standard Wiener process.

For solution of the stochastic differential equation (3-6-5) first solve

the deterministic differential equation (3-6-4). Let ztT =

then dzit/dt = Bzit(dO/dt),

dz2t/dt = vzlt,

(z1tT,z2tT),

34
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so zlt = Exp(B0)zi0,

z2t = v3o Exp(B0)dtzl0 +z20,

zt

Exp(B0) 0

Zo.
vso Exp(BO)dt 12

From (3-6-2), 0 =(.0t+014t, then

zt =
Exp(But)Exp(BaWt) 0

/

zo.

17,1( Exp(Bam)Exp(aMit)dt 12

zt could be obtained by solving the stochastic differential

equation (3-6-5), the result, which is listed in Appendix 6, is

identical to (3-6-7).

Because zt is a Markovian process, E[ztwt] = 0,

hence dE[zt] = E[dzt] = (vA+ B+ B2 2)E[zt]dt,

the eigenvalues of -10-2 (+) 0 0 \
co -1172 0 0

(vA+0B+2B2T2) =
v 0 0 0 I

0 v 0 0 /

(3-6-6)

(3-6-7)

are 0, 0, -t021jC42. For the zero eigenvalues, there exist two linearly

independent eigenvectors (0, 0, 1, 0)T and (0, 0, 0, 1)T, so except

for and simultaneously equal zero, E[zt] is bounded. As a matter of

fact

cos t sin
Exp(BA) =

-sin t cos t

E[Exp(B01.70] = Exp(2B202t) = exp(4(72)12,

exp(-1T2t)Exp(Balt) 0

E[zt] = zo. (3-6-8)

exp(-1-0.2r)Exp(BuMdt 12

For the second moment, the Kronecker product is used. From (3-6-4) using

the Ito rule, ztezt satisfies the following stochastic differential

equation:
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d(ztezt) = (&{(vA+WB t2B20'2)T4}

+1.0.2&{32}) &{zt2}dt+&{2.14}cA{zt2}dwt.

Since ztezt is a Markovian process, E[(ztort)dwt] = 0, so that

dE[zt ®zt] = (&{(vA+UB+ 21320,2)I4} 41.02&032DE (3-6-9)

Let S = (&((vA+IWB43272)I4 Hicr2&{32}),

[zt 0 zt lat.

vA+6)B+IfT2(132-I4) I4+ia2B
14-1U2B vA+IWB+1-0P2(B2-I4)

0 0

0 0

(
vI4 0 vA+WB+ko2B2 0

0 vI4 0 vA+0,13+10.2B22

1116 S1 = 1I4-(vA+IWB+fT2B2) 12. 118- ...1 .

(vA+COB+i0"2B2) has two zero eigenvalues, so S has at least four zero

eigenvalues. However for the zero eigenvalues there only exist two

linearly independent eigenvectors, hence the second moment E[zt4Ozt] is

not bounded, and zt could not be 2nd-order stationary.

For estimating the mean of the angular velocity Wdiscrete data is used,

and the Euler method is used for discrete approximation. If the sampling

time 5t is small enough the accuracy can be guaranteed for a fixed-time

interval. The discrete approximation of (3-6-5) is

zk+1-zk = (vA+013+202B2 )astzk+0-',V.Bzkuk, (3-6-10)

where uk is an identically Gaussian-distributed independent random

sequence with zero mean and unity variance; zk is independent of uk,

uk+1,...- Usually only coordinates x, y are measurable.

Let zkT =
( zlkT, z 2k T

1,, then

zl,k+1 = (I+deB-P261I2)zi,k+Cirt-lzi,kuk,

z2,k+1 = z2,k+vStzi,k. (3-6-11)

Here zi,k, z2,k+1 are independent of uk, uk+1,. From (3-6-11),
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z2,k+2 z2,k+1+veTt((1-1020R) I2-11,461B)zirk+vOlft3/2Bzirkuk

I2+al&B)(z2,z2,k+14-((1-1V2St) (z2,k +1 -z2,k)

-14717EB(z2,k+1-z2,k)uk- (3-6-12)

From given data z2,k,for each k let

Ek z2,k+2-z2,k+1- ((1-1U2J1)I2+agiB)(z2,k+1-z2,k)

+TTEB(z2, k+1-z2, k)uk

= (z2,k+2-2z2,k+14.z2,0440261(z2, k+1-z2,k)

-WjtB(z2, k+1-z2,0-ainz2,k+1-z2,k)uk.

Ek is random due to the measurement error, and it is independent of uk.

The estimator of Wshould be selected to make Ek as small as possible.

In this case, since there are no terms containing both u)and Uk, choose

A
Wto make E[ E EkTek] minimal. I.e., null

k=-n

Z1E[ F EkTEk) / &CO I A
A)k=-n

A n
= 20)31 E (z2, TIEtTD,

k+1-z2rki -%z2,k+1-z2,k)
k=-n

- 1025t2( (z2, k+1-z2,k)TB(z2,k+1-z2,k)
k=-n

71+ (22,k+1-z2,k)TB(z2,k-f-1-z2,0)
k=-n

St( (z2,k+2-z2,k+14-z2,k)TB(z2,k+1-z2,k)
k=-n

(z2fk+1-z2,0TBT(z2,k+2-z2fk+14-z2,k)1
k=-n
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Since BT = -B,

Hence

0 =-aE[ EkTEki/a(A)
k=-n w= u>

n
= 2004t 2E (z2, TEITm ,

k+1-z2, ki -z2,k+1-z21-k)
k=-n

n
-26t{ lE (z2, k+2-z2fk+1) TB(z2, k+1-z2 /

k=-n

n

(z2,k+2-z2,k+1)TB/ Nz2f)(+1-z2,0/
k=-n

i(z21k+1-z2,k)TBTB(z2,k+1-z2,0
k=-n

n

f(Yk+2-Yk+1)(xk+1-x0-(xk+2-xk+1)(Yk+1-Y0
k=-n

(3-6-13)

at f(xk+1-x0 2+(Yk+1-Y02/
k = -n

When & =O, e=o and there is no measurement error, the point object moves

A
along a straight line, xk+2-xk+1=xk+1-xk, Yk+2-Yk+1=Yk+1-Yk, so W=0

as it should.

Three types of angular-velocity variation are simulated, viz.: (1)

a constant positive angular velocity followed by a constant negative

one, (2) a triangular type, (3) a sinusoidal type. The magnitude in (1),

(3) is 7776 1/min. and in (2) is 71113 1/min. The total time interval is 2

min. and maneuvering begins at 0.38 min. and ends at 1.58 min. in all

three types the intensity of the Wiener process is 0.042 and measurement

period is 0.01 min. The number of the summation is chosen as 2n+1=11.

for one random sample run, the estimations of angular-velocity are shown
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in Fig. 3-6-2. 25 sample runs are used to obtain the statistics of

estimation. The mean and standard deviation of estimation are shown in

Fig. 3-6-3. The mean is quite close to the original one in both

magnitude and shape. the standard deviation is almost 2-3 times that of

the original one. For different intensities of the wiener process

results of type (1) maneuver are presented in Fig. 3-6-4. For different

numbers of summation 2n+1=11 and 2n+1=19 the results are compared in

Fig. 3-6-5 without measurement noise; the accuracy seems to be quite

insensitive with respect to sample size 2n+1.
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Chapter 4 The Bilinear Time Series

4-1 The affine bilinear time series

Theoretically the continuous bilinear stochastic process appears

convenient for analysis. However, in practice many data measurements are

discrete and therefore discrete data processing is used. Therefore,

sometimes it is convenient to use a discrete model directly. With equal

sample periods, the discrete stochastic process is termed a time series.

A bilinear time series can arise from a discrete approximation of a

bilinear stochastic processes, for example if oi't>o is small enough, the

bilinear process

dxt = (A4B2)xtdt+(2BC+D)dt+(Bxt+C)dwt (4-1-1)

could be approximated as

5+S2(I+(A+fB)t)xk01) 1/2cuo. (-1-BC+D)6t; (4-1-2)xk+1 = 1/2Bxkuk+(&)

when wt is a standard Wiener process, uk is an identically distributed

independent Gaussian random sequence with zero mean and unity variance.

For identification purposes, we can suppose the model is a scalar

time series evolving from an appropriate beginning. The significantly

non-Gaussian time series xk could be modeled as the output of a

nonlinear difference equation excited by a white Gaussian time sequence

uk such that

xk = xk -p, uk, uk -1, uk -q). (4-1-3)

In many practical cases the nonlinear time series could be approximated

accurately by an affine bilinear time series
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P
xk = aixk_i+ M bj,ixk_iuk_j+ cjuk_j+d

i=1 i=1 j=1 j=0
(4-1-4)

or serially connected several affine bilinear time serieses, i.e. model

(4-1-4) as defined as AB(p,q). If d=0, (4-1-4) is a standard discrete

bilinear model[S1] -[S3]. When d=0, bi,j=0, tLirj then (4-1-4) becomes a

(linear) time series model ARMA(p,q) [B3].

The generalized model AB(p,q) is not readily amenable for

transformation to vector form AB(1,1), - found so convenient for

ARMA(p,q). But a special case of AB(p,p), i.e. non-anticipative AB(p,p)

can be

xk =

transferred

X

aixk_i+
i=1

bj,ixk_juk_.+
j=1

to a 2p-1 dimensional

'all
I

3 j=0
c.uk

3

vector

Co

.+d
3

form

c1'

AB(1,1)

'd

(4-1-5)

such that

Y2 a2 Ip_i 0 Y2 0 c2 0

I I

Yp ap10 01 Yp 0 cp 0

z2 1 I 10 0 z2

+ - uk+ uk -1+

z3

Zp/k

0 ,

1
I

0 Ip...2.

O i
I 0 )

z3

zpik_i

0

w

0

-41

0

'bill '1°12 b13 blp /X
b221 b23 b24 b2p 0 Y2

I 0 I. 0

bppi I 0 0 Yp

z2
.uk _1, (4-1-6)

Z3

0 0

zp k_i

i.e. xk = Axk_i+Bxk_luk_i+Couk+Cluk_i+D,

xk = HTxk, (4-1-7)

where HT =

In fact, (4-1-5), which is



xk = alxk_l+a2xk_2+..-+apxk_p+ (bllxk-144312xk-21- ...+bipxk_p)uk_i

4-( 322xk-21- ...+b2pxk_p)uk_2+..+(bppxk_p)uk_p

+couk+cluk_l+c2uk_2+...+cpuk_p+d, (4-1-8)

could be written as

where

xk = aixk_i+bilxk_luk_i+couk+cluk_i+d

+172,k-1+(b12z2,k-14-b13z3,k-l+blpzp,k-1)uk-1,

z2,k-1 = xk-2, z3,k-1 xk-3,

zp,k-1 = xk-p,

and 172,k-1 a2xk-24-a3xk-3-""+apxk-p-1-(b22xk-24.... +b2pxk_p)uk_2

++(bppxk_p)uk_p+c2uk_2+...+cpuk_p. (4-1-11)

(4-1-9)

(4-1-10)

So, z2,k = xk -1, z3,k = z2,k_1, zp,k = zp_i,k_i,

and y2,k = a2xk_1+a3xk_2++apxk_p+1+(b22xk-11-...+b2pxk_p+1)uk_i

+(b33xk_2+.. +b3pxk_p_i_i)uk_2+...

+(bppxk_p+Duk_p+1+c2uk_i+c3uk_2+..+cpuk_p4.1

a2xk_1 +b22xk_luk_1 +c2uk_i

4173,k-14-(1)23z2,k-14-...4432pzp-1,k-1)uk-1, (4-1-12)

where Y3'k -i = a3xk_2+..-+apxk_p+1+(b33xk_2+...+b3pxk_p+i)uk_2+

+(b
PP

xk
-P

1.1)uk_p+1+c3uk_2+...+cpuk_p+1.

By induction,

Y3,k = a3xk-14-1)33xk-luk-14-c3uk-141'4,k-1

+(b34z2, k-1-""+b3pzp-2,k-Duk-1,

yp,k = apxk_p+bppxk_luk_i+cpup.

(4-1-13)

(4-1-14)

(4-1-15)

47
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4-2 A useful property of AB time series

Like the continuous bilinear stochastic process, the AB time

series has a useful property, which makes analysis and identification

convenient. For the AB(p,q) time series

xk = b xk + C VL. +d
i=1 i=1 j=i l'3 -1 j=0 3

(4-2-1)

or non-anticipative AB(p,p)

xk = Axk_i+Bxk_lvk_i+Covk+Civk_i+D,

xk = HTxk, (4-2-2)

where uk, xk are scalar input and output,

xk is a 2p+1 dimensional state vector,

A, B, Co, Cl, D are appropriately dimensional matrices,

HT = [1,0,,0].

(1) If the input vk is a static affine linear transform of uk

vk = mv+OrVuk,

where uk is a identically independent Gaussian random sequence, then the

output xk and state xt are still of the form (4-2-1) or (4-2-2)

xk = ( a +mv b bi, ixk_ivk_i
1 3=1 1=1 j=1

+Cry M Cjvk_i+d+mx ci
j=0 j=0

(4-2-3)

or xk = (A+Bmv) xk_1+(BCrv)xk_luk_i+ (C0TV)uk+(C 1a;duk-1+(p+COmv+Clmv),

xk = HTxk. (4-2-4)

(2) If the output xk is xk = mx +(rxyk, then the new output yk and the

new state Yk are still of the form (4-2-1) or (4-2-2)
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Pyk = birjxk_ivk_j+(coArx)vk
1=1 1=1 j=i

+ +mx g big ) vk_i /0-x+ (d+mx(z- ai-1)) /O
j=1 1=1 i=1

or Yk = AYk-1413Yk-lvk-l+COvkl-Clvk-14-Dmx,

Yk = HTYk,

where COT = (c0,0,,0),

CiT = (circ2,...rcp,0,...,0),

DT = (d,0,,0)

co = co/al,

ci = (ci+mx big j) i=1,...rp

3=1

d = (d+ (-1+ ai)mxYcrx.
1=1

4-3 lth -order stationarity and some moments

In this section we discuss non-anticipative AB(p,q)

xk = Axk_i+Bxk_luk_i+Couk+Cluk_i+D.

(4-2-5)

(4-2-6)

xk = HTxk, (4-3-1)

where uk, k=0,1,2, is an identically distributed independent

Gaussian random sequence with zero mean and unity variance, and the

initial state xo is independent of ul, u2,

It is obvious that: (i) xk, xk is independent of uk+1, uk+2,

(ii) xk and xk is non-Gaussian , so the first and second moments alone

do not characterize the time series. To describe the time series all of

the moments are required in general.
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Definition. For the time series xk, if the lth-order moment E[&fxkll]

is constant for any k then we say xk is /th-order stationary;

if the /th-order moment tends to a constant as k tends tow,

then xk is lth -order asymptotically stationary.

Theorem 4-3. For non-anticipative AB(p,p), if all the absolute values of

the eigenvalues of the first 1 following matrices

[n/2]
i(An-2iB2i1(2i)!/2ii! n=1,2,3,,1 (4-3-2)

i=0

are less than 1, where [n/2] is the largest integer no

larger than n/2 , then xk, xk are lth -order asymptotically

stationary.

Proof. From (4-3-1) we have

xk = (A+Buk_-) mk-1+(Cluk-l+D)+COuk = BLk_i+Couk,

where BLk_i, xk-1 is independent of uk, uk+1, Then

1-h 1-h 1
&{xkl} = X X Z. Mi,j,hukhuk_1i&(xk_11),

i=0 j=0 h=0
(4-3-3)

where Mi,j,h are lth Kronecker products of parameter matrices A, B, Co,

C1, D;

Ml,j,0 = & {A1 -jEj}- (4-3-4)

After expectation,

E[&{xkl)] =:E {xk-11}]
j=0

1-1 1-h 1-i
+ 2 2 mi,i.hE[ukhu
i=o j=0 h=0



where

so,

1

E[Ukg& fiCkin = E[Ukg]E[2: &(Al-
}

j=70

1-1 1-h 1-i
+ 2 2E mi, A, hE [u kh+guk-ii&{xk-1 }],
i=0 j=0 h=0

1-1 1-h 1-i
= E[ukg]E[&{xkl}]-E[ukg] s 27 2: Mi,j,hE[1.1khuk_10 &fxk_11 1.1,

i=0 j=0 h=0

1-1 1-h 1-i
+ 27 mi,j,hEtukh+guk_lisdxk_iiI],
i=0 j=0 h=0

= E[ukg]E[&fxkll]

1-1 1-h 1-i
+ 2: 2: 2: mi,j,hE[uk_ii& { xk_li }](E[ukh+g]-E[ukg]Etukhl),
i=0 j=0 h=0

(4-3-5)

E[&fxkll] =:E &{ A1-isj}E[uk_17]E[&(xk_11}1
j=0

1-1 1-h 1-i 1
+ s 2 2.7 6,{Al-gsg}mi,j,hE[uk_20 6{Bxk_21 }]

i=0 j=0 h=0 g=0

.(E[1.2k_i h+g]-E[uk-lg)E[uk-lh])

1-1 1-h 1-i
2.7" lE

i=0 j=0 h=0

[1/2]
= Z {( 2j) ! /(j)!2j} & {Al-2jB2j}E[ & {xk -11}]

j=0

1-1 1-h 1-i 1
+ 27. 2.1. s{Al-gsg}mi,j,hE[uk_20 &fxk_211]
i=0 j=0 h=0 g=0

.(E[uk_ 11141]-E[uk_ig]E[uk_lh])

1-1 1-h 1-i
+Z 2: 2E mi, hE[ukhuk_10 &fxk_111],
i=0 j=0 h=0

where [1/2] is the largest integer no larger than 1/2.

(4-3-6)
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From (4-3-5), for 1=1,

E[ukgxk] = E[ukg]E[x-k ] +M0,0,1E[ukl+g];

E[ukgsk] is a linear combination of 1, E[xk]; by induction,

E[uk_ig&fxk_ii)] are linear combinations of 1, E[xk_i], ,E[&{,ck-ii}].

So (4-3-6) could be rewritten as

E[&fxkl/3 Q1,1E[&{xk-11)] +Q1,1-1E[&ixk-11-1))

1-...+Q1,1E[3c0+Q1,0,

where [1/2]
Q1,1 = E 1 (2i)!/(i)!21 }&{Al-iBi},

i=0

(4-3-7)

(4-3-8)

41,i are appropriate matrices.

If xk is already (1 -1)th-order asymptotically stationary then the

sufficient and necessary condition for /th-order asymptotically

stationarity is that all the absolute values of the eigenvalues of the

matrix Q1,1 are less than 1. Then we have the conditions for 1th-order

asymptotically stationarity of xk. U

For /th-order asymptotically stationary xk, its moments up to /th-

order can be found.

(1) Mean

since E[xkuk +1) =0, E[xkukuk4.1] = 0,

SO E[xk] = AE[xk_1]+BE[Ck_111k_1]+p,

E[XkUki = CoE[uk2] = Co,

E[xk] = AE[xk_1]+BC0+D, (4-3-9)

E [xk] "4m (I-A)-1(3CeD) (4-3-10)

where (I-A)-1 always exists because xk is stationary.

(2) Second order moment

E[&{xk2}] = &{ A2} E[&fxk_121]+&{AB}E[uk_l&fxk_121]

+&{ B2}E[uk_12& {xk_12))+&{AD}E[sk_ll+ (&{AC1}-4-&{BD})E[xk_luk-1]
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+&{13C1 } E[mK-luk-12]1-& { AC0}Er,xk-luk] +&IBC01E[xk...luk_luk]

+&{C12}E[uk_12]+&{ DC0} E[uk]+&(C1C0)E[uk_luk]{CO2}E[uk2]+&{D2}

E[uk& {xk2}] = &IAC01E[xk_1]+&((Bco+D)C0) = &{E[xk]Co},

E[Uk2&(Xk2)] = E[&12Ek21]-1-2&{CO2},

E[xkuk2] = E[x0E[uk2] = E[xk],

so E[&{xk2)] = WA2}+&0321)E[&{ xk-12}]+(& (A(BC0+D))+&{BC1})E[xk_1]

+&{D2}+&(C12)+&(CO2)+2&{(BC0)2}+WAC1} +&(BD})CO3 (4-3-11)

E[st{xk2)] -a (I-&{A2}- &1132-1ti [(EcIA(BC0+D))+&{BC1})

+(I-A)-1(BC0+D)]+&{1)2}+&{C12} +&(CO2)

+2&{(BC0)2}+WAc1 } +&(BD))C0]. (4-3-12)

Because xk is 2-nd order asymptotically stationary, (I-A)-1, (I-A2-B2)-1

always exist.

(3) Correlated moments

Since xk+1 =

then

(A+Buk)xk+Coukil.+Cluk+D,

1 1-1 1-i-1
xk+1 = fl (A+Buk+l_i)xk+ 2F ( (? (A+Buk+17j))(couk+i+1+cluk+i+D),

i=1 i=0 j=1

(4-3-13)

1-1
E[xkl.30x1] = (A119I)E[&fxk21]-1-((2. A1)(Bco+D)®I}E[xk]

i=0

+Al (BeCo) E [xk] +Al (Ci0C0) . (4-3-14)

When & {xk2} and xk are asymptotically stationary, for any finite 1,

E[xk4.3pxk] tends to a constant as k tends to . Similarly,

1
E[xklftk+k213xk+k30 xk+kl]

i=
Pi,iE[&{xki}],

0
(4-3-15)

Where Pi,i are Kronecker products of parameter matrices. Then for any

integer k2, k1, when the first lth-order moments are asymptotically
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stationary, all the lth- correlated moments, which are linear combination

of those lth -order moments, tend to a constant as k tends to oo.

4-4 Time average instead of ensemble average

In analyzing an affine bilinear time series usually only one

sample series is available and time-averages are used to estimate

ensemble averages, just as for the linear time series case. Consequently

we have the following result.

Theorem 4-4. For non-anticipative AB(p,p), if xk is /th-order

asymptotically stationary, then lth -order time-average

correlated moments tend to ensemble average, i.e. for any

integer k1, k2, ,

N
(1)

N
lim E[(1/N) xkOxk+k241Wk+k3e. .8xk+kl]
440 k=1

= lim E[xkl& xk+k20xk+k319...$102ck+kl] <co,
k-olo

(4-4-1)

N
(2) lim E[(1/N)

k=1
x k+klexk+kl+k2E1Pck+kl+k30exk+kl+kl]

N
=

N-0

limE[(1/N) x kexk+k2gock+k3e. .eack+kl) ; (4-4-2)
4,* k=1

Proof. First consider the lth -order moment E[&(xkl}]. From (4-3-7),

1-1
lim E[&fxkll] = (1-Q1,1) -1

'

Ql.i( lim E [&0c-12-11,
k-s.00 i=0 k

N N 1-1
E[&ocklil Q1,1 E E[xk-il]+ 7 (21,i F E[&{xk-ii)]

k=1 k=1 i=0 k=1

N
E[(1/N) dcfxkll] = (I-41,1)-1(E[&{x01})-E[&{xN1}]) /N

k=1

(4-4-3)

1-1
+ E (I-Q1,1) -1Q1,iE[(1/N) 6((xk_li)].(4-4-4)
i=0 k=1
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N
E[(1/N) F &{ski_kil}]

k=1

(I-Q1,1)-1(Ef&{xk11)1-E[&(xN+k11}1)/N

1-1
+ 2 (I-Q1,1)-1Q.LiE[(1/N)

1
&{xk+ki_1 }].

i=0 k=
(4-4-5)

Because of lth -order stationarity, (I-Qi,i)-1, i=1,,1, exists. For

1=1,

N
lim E[(1/N) Zak] = (I -Q1,1) -1Q1,0 = lim E[xk] <be,
N k=1

N N
lim E[(1/N) xk+ki] = lim E[(1/N) 2: xk].
N-oroo k=1 N-140 k=1

(4-4-1) and (4-4-2) are satisfied. By induction, (4-4-1) and (4-4-2) are

satisfied up to lth -order moments. Using (4-3-15), (4-4-1) and (4-4-2)

are satisfied for any lth -order correlated moments.

4-5 AB(1,1) time series

Now, we discuss the first-order AB time series

xk = axk....11-bxk_luk_i+couk+cluk_1 +d, (4-5-1)

where uk is a standard white Gaussian time sequence. The (affine)

bilinear time series is significantly different from (affine) linear

time series. When the coefficient of the bilinear term b increases,

sometimes for short durations there are big explosions of xk , which

never happens for a linear time series. this interesting feature appears

in some physiological systems. In Fig.4-5-1 we show the samples of xk,

which are generated by the same sample of a white Gaussian random

sequence(Fig.4-5-2), for the bilinear time series

xk =
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where a=0.4, c=1, b=0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8.

For AB(1,1) when

n
{ < 1, n=1,2,,/, (4-5-2)
i=0

xk is 2lth -order asymptotically stationary. Because

/ a2(n-i)b2i. (23.)!/2ii!
} b2n. (2n)!/2nn!,

i=0

if b # 0, when n increases, (4-5-2) eventually will fail, so xk could

not have all high-order moments.

In Appendix 7, the first, second, third moments and correlated

moments for AB(1,1) are listed.

In the next two sections, two different methods for parameter

estimation are studied.

4-6 the Moment method for parameter estimation

For the linear time series, which is Gaussian, only the first and

second-order moments are needed to estimate parameters. For the bilinear

time series, however, those are not enough. From Appendix 7, for AB(1,1)

E[xk_i_j_f_ixk] = aE[xk+ixk] +(bco+d)E[xk], j?,1, (4-6-1)

= (a2+b2)E[xki.j+ixk+ix0+f(a,b,c0,ci,d)E[xk+ixk]

+g(a,b,c0,c1d)E[xk], j):1, (4-6-2)

where f = (a2-b2)d+ad+2abc1+2c0(a2b+ab-b3). (4-6-3)

g = d2+a(d2+c 12)+co((a2-b2+1) c1+2abd+3bd) +c02(a(1+2b2)+2b2).

(4-6-4)

If we only know the first and second-order moments, from (4-6-1) we only

can solve a and bc0 +d. However if at least the first three moments are

available, it might be possible to solve parameters b, c0, cl, and d.



Using time-average moment estimates for sample computations, it is

convenient to define the following:

and

Then

N
s = (1 /N) 5 xk,

k=1

sj = (l/N)
k= 1

xk+ixk,

(4-6-5)

(4-6-6)

si+1,j = (l/N) x.i+1+kxj+kxk, (4-6-7)
k=1

-0(j = si+1-asi-(bc0+d)s, (4-6-8)

Bi = si+2,j+1-(a2+b2)sj+1,j-fsj-gs. (4-6-9)

N N N
dj = b(1/N)21(x)0.juk+j-c0)xk-c0(1/N)liEluk+i_Fixk-c1(1/N)Ziuk_Fixk,

raj (l/N) fabxk+jxk (xk+j+luk+j+1-C13)7 k=1

4,2 _, 2)xk,xki.j.i.lxki.juk+ii.luk_Fi -0

+ab2xk(xk+i2uk+j2-xk+j2-2c02)

+(a2b-b3)(xki.i2xkuk+j-2c0xki.ixk)

+(ac0+bd)xk(xic+j+luk.i.j.1.1-c0)

+(2abd+bd-b2ci+a2c1)xk(xkl.juk+i-c0)

+2abcixk+ixk(uki.j2-1)+abc0xk_Fixk(uk+j+12-1)

+b2c0(xklixkuk_i_juk+j+1 2 ,--0-k)

+aci2xk(uk+i 2-1)+(bc0d+c0c1)xk(ukii+1 2_1)

+c0xki.j.Fixkuk+j+2+bcixkl_j_Fixkuk+i+luk+i

+(aci-b2c0)xkl.ixkuk+j+1+(abc0+bc1)xk+ixkukitjuk+j+1

+(2acid+cid)xkuk+j+(ac0d+c0d+cid)xkuk+j+1
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+(ac0ci+c12)xkuk+juk+j+1+bcocixkuk.i.juk+j+12

+bco2xkuk+j+131.

If xk is 6th-order asymptotically stationary, in Appendix 8 we prove

= 0,

E[8j] = 0;

lira E[oli2) = 0;
N-Poo

lim E[82,2] = 0.

(4-6-10)

(4-6-11)

(4-6-12)

(4-6-13)

For a given sample of xk and sufficiently large N, we can calculate s,

sj, sj+i,j for j=1,2,,L 3. Then the estimators a, b, c0, cl, d are

selected such that

L-1 L-1
a.4 = min. and b.4 = min.

j=1 3 j=1 3

For simplicity, a and (bc0 +d) could be estimated by minimizing

Nj2, i.e.

A
a =

L-1 L-1 L-1
L F s .3 4.1s s 2 s
j=1 3 j=1 3 j=1 3

L-1 L-1
L 2_( 2 2)2),
j=1 j=1

(4-6-14)

L-1 ,L-1 L-1 L-1
S .4 si+i- sj z sjsj+1

/ j=1 j=1 j=1 j=1

bc0 +d - (4-6-15)

L-1
2)25

L-1
,sL15.- s.4-( 2E

j=1 3 j=1 3

and a2+b2, f, g are estimated by minimizing 8j2. Then we estimate b,

c0, cl, d, or we use nonlinear programming directly.

When c0 =0, xk is independent of uk, uk+i, the computation

becomes much easier[M16]. Now have
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E[xk +j +lxk] = aE[x]c+ix0-1-dE[xkl, j.,0, (4-6-16)

E[xk +j +2xk +j +lxk] = ( a2+b2) fE_xk_i_j+ixk_i_ixk]

+((a2-b2)d+ad+2abc1)E[x](+3x0

+(d2+a(d2+c12))E[x0, j0, (4-6-17)

E[xkl.34.12x0 = (a2+b2)E(x)(4.32x0+2(bc1+ad)E[xklix0+(c12+d2)E[x0,

j?0. (4-6-18)

Let s, si be the same as (4-6-5), (4-6-6) and

N
sj,3 = (1 /N) 2 xm.j2xk, j30, (4-6-19)

k=1

c4j = sj+1-a.j-d,

Bj = 834.1,34_1-(a+b2)sir3-2(bc1+ad)s3-(c12+d2)s.

Then using the same method as in Appendix 8 we can prove

E[0(3) = E[133] =0,

L-1
From minimizing 2 ., L32,

j=0 3

A

lim Ekii2] = lim E[13.2] = 0.
NAPpo ' N4-00

7

L-1LI s.
+'
is .3 -Y

j=0
Si

L-1
sj+1 2 .

j=0 3 j=0

(4-6-20)

(4-6-21)

a = (4-6-22).

L-1 L-1
L 2 S4-( M S'4)L)
j=0 3 j=0 3

A
d =

L-1 L-1 L-1 L-1
Z s .2 r s .3+1 - ..... 532. s3s3+1
j=0 j=0 j=0 j=0

L-1 L-1
sL Z s.2-( X s2)2

j=0 3 j=0 3

(4-6-23)

L-1
Then substitution into (4-6-21), and minimizing 2bi4 yields estimates

j=0 '

A A A A
of b and cl. Here notice that b, cl and -b, -c1 are two equal

estimators.
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Below we give a numerical simulation result for a first-order

bilinear time series

xk = 0.4xk_1+0.3xk_luk_1 +uk_i.

After checking, xk is 6-th order asymptotically stationary. For

x0=0, N=1000, L=3, a sample of xk is generated and s, sj, sj,j are

calculated as follows:

simulation value asymptotical value

s -0.0576 0.0

so 1.3150 1.3333
si 0.4853 0.5333
s2 0.1833 0.2133
s3 0.0721 0.0853

80,0 1.1548 1.159
sifi 0.9621 1.089

s2,.2 0.3764 0.592
s3,3 0.0756 0.120

The estimator of parameters are

A A A A

a=0.365, d=-0.0979, b= 0.329, c1=0.909.

where b, c are yielded by a gradient method.

The moments method is generalized from correlation methods for

linear time series. It is useful, especially when a lot of data are

available over the time interval. However this method does have some

weaknesses: (i) If the theoretical value of a certain moment is near to

zero, because of the finite length of the time interval the estimating

value fluctuates around the theoretical one and sometime the sign may

change. This might significantly alter the estimated value of certain

parameters. (ii) In some uses, the structure of the model is fixed, so

that the final result is an approximation based on the structure.

4-7 The inverse method for parameter estimation

If c0 is non-zero in AB(1,1)
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xk = axk_i+bxk_luk_l+couk+cluk_l+d,

let ek =

(4-7-1)

(4-7-2)

Then given a sample of xk, the inverse formula (4-7-2) ek can be

calculated as.

ek = (-(bxk_l+cl)/c0)ek_1+(xk-axk_l-d). (4-7-3)

If el = ul, then ek is exactly equal to uk; if

(oolck_l+c1)/c0) 4<1, some N >> 1,
k=1

even if the initial values of ek and uk are different, then ek will tend

to uk. So that even if the entire length of the time interval is not

very long, the statistics of ek are almost the same as of uk The uk is

assumed to be a standard white Gaussian sequence with

E[ukn] = 0 , n is odd;

E[uk2n = (2n-1)!/(2n-1.(n-1)!); and

E[ukuk +j] = 1, j=0,

= 0, else.

Again time averages are utilized instead of statistical expectation, and

a weighted summation of the square of the differences between some

statistics of ek and uk is selected as the performance criterion, i.e.

N N N
J = ek) 2+ w2(1W:E ek4-1)4 -1-143(1 /W:E ee)4

k=1 k=1 k=1

N N-1 N-2
ek4-3)2+w5(1/N 2 ekek_i,2_. (1/ .s.w6, ,N ekek+2)2

k=1 k=1 k=1

N-3 N-4
/1/ .s- = 12 1/ %2

' w7 ,11 ek-k+3, 4-wo ekek+4, r

k=1 k=1
(4-7-3)

where wi are appropriate weights. The estimator of the parameters should

minimize J.
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There are several ways to choose weights wi, for example:

(i) Only consider the distribution of ek, i.e.,

N N
w1-1 = Varti/N w2uk] = 1/N, -1 = var[IN uk2] = 2/N,

k=1 k=1

143-1 = var[l/N uk3] = 15/N,
k=1

W4-1 = Var[1 iNZ 1.11CA ] = 96/N,
k=1

w5 w6 w7 w8 0.

(ii) Consider the distribution and/or the correlation, i.e.,

wl, w2, w3, w4 are the same as above,

N-1
1w5-1 = Var[1 /N2 ukuk+1]

" ' /NI
k=1

N-2
w6-1 = Var[, IN 2!" 11)01)(4_2] 2% 1/N,

k=1

N-4N-3
i 1/w -1 = Var ['LIN ukuk+3] 1/Nr- w8 -1 = var[11q- Zukuk+41 /N-

k=1k=1

(iii) Only consider the error of the variance of ek minimum, i.e.,

w2 = wi = w3 = w4 = 0, w5 w6 w7 w8 = 0,

this is the equivalent criterion as in [S2].

model

Simulation results of a bilinear series, which is generated by

xk = 0.4xk_i + + uk, (4-7-4)

is given below. According to the above, xk is 8-th order stationary. A

subroutine of random generator[51] is used to provide a white Gaussian

time sequence uk, k=1 to N, N=100; for 50 samples (for which the

statistical properties are a little better than GGNML subroutine of

IMSL) .

The conjugate gradient method of nonlinear programming is used for

parameter estimation. The results for the above thre criterion are:
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A A A A A

Cr.i a b co cl d
AVG .405 .317 1.032 -.001 -.009
STD .107 .082 .059 .111 .049

MAX .919 .619 1.251 .334 .126

MIN .229 .150 .969 -.474 -.164

A A A A

Cr.ii a b co cl d
AVG .381 .260 1.034 .010 .064

STD .185 .172 .069 .190 .163

MAX .763 .484 1.369 .458 .608

MIN -.154 -.350 .931 -.351 -.229

A A A

Cr.iii a b c0 cl d

AVG .375 .281 .988 .019 .018

STD .112 .069 .011 .120 .055

MAX .541 .393 1.000 .620 .218

MIN -.188 .088 .954 -.128 -.056

Indeed, the parameters a, b, c0, cl, d sometimes are not independent,

especially a and cl when we use criterion iii. This phenomena is the

same as when we only consider a minimum mean-square residue in ARMA. So

for simplicity of nonlinear programming, we usually try to neglect 1 or .

2 parameters among a, b, c0, cl, d.

A vital problem in this method is "invertibility". Since the

boundedness of the inverse input ek in (4-7-3) depends on the data xk

and the selected parameters, this method may be limited in practice,

especially when c0 is small or equal to zero.

4-8. The non-anticipative bilinear time series AB(p,q)

The above two methods could be generalized for estimating

parameters of a non-anticipative bilinear time series AB(p,q)

q g. q
xk 4 aixk_i+.2-

i=1 j=i j jj=0 j

For example, because with 2;r1,

p p
E[xk +p +jxk) = aiE[x)(4.10_i_i_jx0+(2' biic0 +d)E[x0;

i=1 i=1

(4-1-5)
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L
so using Z Isp as p-a. +3 -(2 b co+d)s}2 = min,

j=1 1=1 i=1
Latp+1,

ai and (Fbiico+d) could be estimated; then using time-average

third-order correlated moments other parameters could be estimated with

some difficulty. Here a couple of problems arise: (1) there may be many

unknown parameters to be estimated, which is very complicated with

nonlinear programming, and in addition to a global minimum point many

local minima may exist; (2) the determination of the order p and q. For

linear time series the choice of p, q could be made via inspection of

[B3] or Akaike information criterion[Al]. For AB time series, comparison

of criterion performance J could be used. For simplicity p, q are

assumed usually to be no more 2.

4-9 Identification of the general non-Gaussion time series

The Gaussian time series usually may be modeled as ARMA(p,q) (or

ARIMA (p, d, q) ) [B3] ARMA(p,q) or ARIMA(p,d,q) are linear difference

equations excited by independent identically distributed random

sequence. They always can be explained as the serial connection of some

basic (first-order or second-order) linear difference equations. The

general non-Gaussian time series

xk = f(xk-1, , xk -p, uk, uk_i, uk_q) (4-1-3)

could be approximated by a serial connection of n simple AB models

( AB(1,1) or AB(2,2) ).

The whole identification process could be described as the flow

chart Fig.4-9-1. The core part of the flow chart is parameter estimation

for a specified simple AB model and inversely generating input data ek

of this stage from output data xk. This could be performed using the
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above two methods. The algorithm consists of sequentially checking the

input data ek of that stage for "Gaussianity" and adding serially an

appropriate AB stage until nearly Gaussian, then checking ek for

"whiteness" and similarly cascading basic ARMA stages until nearly

white. The basic ARMA stage is a special case of the AB stage with less

parameters, so that the above methods still can be used. Essentially the

inverse method is generalized from the Box and Jenkins' method.[B3] Of

course convergence needs to be studied in detail. If the same criterion

function J is selected, then the J in the previous stage is no larger

than the one in the current stage, because when A=B=C1=D=0, C0 =1, xk

exactly is equal to ek and both J are the same. According to the

definition J is non-negative, so the whole process is convergent.

At the beginning, the high-order stationarity of xk should be

checked. If it is not stationary we should try to transfer it to a

stationary one. Otherwise time averaging could cause a problem. Two

methods might help accomplish this:

(i) Assume the input series uk is a white Gaussian sequence with mean mu

and standard deviationCru. Then according to

xk = (a+bmu)xk_l+bOlxk_ivk_i

+c0olivk+cialivk_1+(c0 +c1)mu+d,

nonstationarity may be caused by mu and O. Rewrite

(4-2-4)

(xkbrnultk-1)47U = a(Xk_litria)-10Xk_iyk_14-00Vki-CiVk_14-(C0 i-CDInu+d

as zk = ayk_i+bxk_ivk_i+covk+civk_i+d, (4-9-1)

preselecting mu and 0-u we can calculate zk, yk. Then using zk, yk, xk do

parameter estimation. At last

d = d-(co+ci)mu. (4-9-2)
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(ii) Use the difference operation to transform xk to jxk=xk+1-xk or

Pxk=xk-2xic_1 +xk_2. then do signal processing on 5xk or a2xk. If d'xk is

an AB(p,q) time series

P 4
Exk = aiaxk_i+ X X biichk_iuk_i+Xbink-i+d,

i=1 j=1 i=1 j=0

then xk is an AB(p +l,q) time series

4
xk = (1+a1)xk_1 t Xbjixk_luk_j

i=2 j=1

(4-9-3)

P
4- 7 2 (bji-bj (i_i) )xk_iuk_i-Z bipxk_p_lui+E ciuk_j+d. (4-9-4)
j=1 i=2 j=1 j=0

If xk is non-anticipative AB(p,q), then xk is a non-anticipative

AB(p+1,q).

As an example, the data of IBM common stock closing prices (daily,

17th May 1961 - 2nd Nov. 1962) may be modeled. From the data[B31 the

time-average mean and some central moments of 6xk are calculated:

N
ml = (1 /N) 1E axk = -.27989,

k=1

)A2 = (1/N) 2: (61ck-mi)2 = 52.539,
k=1

),(3 = (1/N) 2E (Sxk-ml) 3 = -227.104,
k=1

= (1/N) (52ck-m1)4 = 17273.53,
1

so qiic= 172 = 7.248,

the coefficient of skewness sax= 113/(1.12)3/2 = -.59636,

the coefficient of kurtosis ksx= (p4W)-3 = 3.258;

and the correlation coefficients are:
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N-1
r1 = (1/N) 2. (52ck-ml )(6xk+i-ml)

k=1
= .0856,

N-2
r2 = (l/N) Z (Jxk- m1)(52ck+2-ml) = -.00139,

k=1

r3 =
N-3

(1/N) Oidxk-ml) (Sxk+3-m1)
k=1

= -.0548,

N-4
r4 = (1/M) 2E (axk-ml ) (5kk+4-ml)

k=1
= -.0350.

The Exk is not Gaussian.

In [B3] the data is modeled by an ARIMA(0,1,1):

Sxk = uk+.09uk_1 +ml, GI A=7.25.

Using the inverse method the statistics of ek are:

m1=.00105, 1,42=52.154, p3=175.757, A=17280.954,

r1=-.004, r2=.004, r3=-.052, r4=-.026.

If the parameter value of ARIMA(0,1,1) model is used as the initial

A
parameter value of AB(1,1) model and it is assumed that a=0, then the

results are:

A
b

A
co

A
cl

Cr.i -.0187 8.215 .668

Cr.ii -.0117 8.172 .682

Cr.iii .0525 7.155 .615

The statistics of ek are:

ml As2 P3 )44 r1
Cr.i . 037 .783 -.272 3.959 -.003
Cr.ii .032 .787 -.297 3.974 -.002
Cr.iii -.048 .998 -.697 6.201 .039

From (4-2-4) the adjusted AB model for

a
-.210
-.204
.0

r2
-.006
-.002
.029

r3 r4
-.048 -.027
-.045 -.025
-.022 -.008

3 different criterion are

derived, and they are listed below with the adjusted linear model:

Cr.i: 5xk = -.0006923Xk_1-.01650-Xk_luk_1+7.268uk+.591uk_1 +.119,

with mu=0, 01=1, su=-.393, ku=2.719.
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Cr.ii: cikk = -.0003753Xk_1-.010441.4_1uk_1+7.250uk+.605uk_1 +.0793,

with mu=0, 01=1, su=-.425, ku=2.692.

Cr.iii: oixk = -.002526.4_1 +.0524akk_luk_1+7.146uk+.614uk_1 -.373

with mu=0, 01=1, su=-.699, ku=3.22.

ARIMA: Sxk = 7.222uk+.650uk_1 -.272

with mu=0, 01=1, su=-.467, ku=3.353.

Here only one stage is used to demonstrate the method. Obviously, for

the point of view of Gaussianity of input uk, the AB(1,1) model with

criterion i or ii is better than the ARMA model. If we take the point of

view of mean-square value of residue, the parameters in the uk term

should be normalized to 1 for all models, so that the following models

and errors result:

Cr.i: Sxk = -.006926.4_1-.00230Sxk_luk_i+uk+.0813uk_i+.119

with Zu2 /N = 52.909;

Cr.ii: jxk = -.000375Sxk_1-.0014354_1uk_i+uk+.08345uk_1 +.0793,

with 71.12/N = 52.632;

Cr.iii: Sxk = -.00252Sxk_1 +.0073334..luk_1 +uk+.0859uk_1-.373,

with fu2/N = 51.163;

ARIMA: c:Txk = uk+.08uk_1 -.272,

with Zu2/N = 52.616.

The affine bilinear model with criterion iii is still a little better

than the ARIMA model, but AB(1,1) model with cr. i or ii is a little

worse than the ARIMA model. This is because of the compromise between

the second moment and other moments.

Another example is presented here. The non-Gaussian time series xk

, k=1,,400, are shown in Fig. 4-9-2. Some statistics of xk are:
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m1=.439, p2=1.953, p3=1.365, A=15.704,

r1=.656, r2=.159, r3=.233, r4=.0015.

Using the ARMA(0,1) model (because the parameters in AR and MA are not

independent), the least mean-square residue min:E122/N = 1.723 occurs

for the model

xk = uk+.366uk_1 +.439.

While the mean-square residue of some AB(0,1) (not necessary minimum

criterion value) is much less than above ARMA(0,1) model

xk = .4xk_luk_1 +. 35uk_i+uk,

xk = .35xk_luk_1 +. 35uk_i+uk,

xk =

xk = .4xk_luk_1 +4uk_1 +uk,

with ;Euk2/N=1.684;

with Yuk2/N=1.2671;

with 2uk2/N=1.161;

with 211k2/N=1.132;

Sometimes adding more AB(1,1) serially connected the improvement

of "Gaussianity" has some limit, this depends on the data, and the

structure of the process.
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Chapter 5 Conclusion

In this thesis the bilinear stochastic process and bilinear time

series have been discussed. A useful property, which characterizes the

bilinear feature among the nonlinear ones, is emphasized. The lth -order

stationarity and asymptotic stationarity of them are well defined and

the conditions on parameters for /th-order stationarity are derived. For

the bilinear time series, two possible methods of parameter estimation,

i.e. the moment method and the inverse method, are presented and for the

general non-Gaussian time series an identification procedure is

proposed.

For parameter estimation, both methods have their advantages and

disadvantages. The choice of method depends on the structure of the time

series. If the physical mechanism of the time series is almost known,

the unknown parameters could be estimated by both methods; if the

mechanism is unknown, use of the proposed identification procedure for

the general non-Gaussian time series might be a feasible way. Sometimes

during the measurement some points of data are missed or departed. This

may not affect the first and second-order time-average moments too much,

but it more likely will affect appreciably the third and fourth-order;

i.e., use of the third-order time-average moments of the moment method

or the criterion i or ii of the inverse method may affect the result.

How to separate this situation from regular non-Gaussianity should be

researched in the future.
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In general, the model of the time series should be as simple as

possible. Another research aspect is the method of choosing the order of

AB(p,q) time series.

In this thesis, it is assumed that the output is the state. The

methods can be generalized to the output with independent measurement

noise. For the vector time series, perhaps only some part of the vector

state could be measured with or without measurement noise, so there

arises a parameter identifiability problem. Even for the linear time

series this is different than the observability problem, but in the

bilinear case this is more complicated than in the linear case - another

new research project.
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Appendix 1 Kronecker Product[G1]

Definition. Suppose A is a mxn matrix, B is a kxl matrix, the

Kronecker product of A, B is a (mk)x(n1) matrix.

aliB al2B alnB
A4913 = -

amiB am2B - amnB

Properties. Suppose A, B, C, D are appropriate dimensional matrices; I

is an appropriate dimensional unity matrix; then

(1) although AOB and BOA have the same dimension,

generally AOB y B GA;

(2) AO1 = leA = A, (1 is a scalar);

(3) (A+B) e4C = AOC + c,

A 0(B+C) = A ®B + AOC;

(4) (AB)0(CD) = (MSC) (SOD),

if C is a mxn matrix, then

(AB) C = (A Im) (B ® C) = (A0 C) (B In) ;

(5) if A, B are proper matrices, then
(AeB)1 = W4.

Notation. Suppose there exist i A matrices and j B matrices; the

Kronecker products of any combinations of A's and B's have the same

dimension. Let &{/kiBj} denote the summation of all possible Kronecker

product combination of i A's and j B's. For example

&{A2} = AO A,

& {AB} = A ®B + BOA,

& {AB2} = AOBOB + BO AsB + BOB 114A,



& {A2B2} y = A@ACiO BOB + ACii)B0 AVE + A0B 6130A + BABA

+ BO A GAOB + BOB OA&A.

Eigenvalues of Kronecker product.

(1) Suppose {ral, ...Fran), (rbl,...frbn) are respective

eigenvalues of nxn matrices A and B; then { rairbj, i,j = 1, , n }

are the eigenvalues of A0B.

In fect, there exist proper matrices P and Q such that

A = PA(rai) P-1, B = QA(rbj)Q-1,

where A is a diagonal matrix.

Now A OB = (P Q) (A (rai)0 A(rbi) ) (P-10 4-1)

= (Pe Q) (A(rairbi) ) (PO Q) -1.

(2) The eigenvalues of (A0In) consist of n duplicate rai,

i=1,,n.

(3) The eigenvalues of &{AIn} are { rai+rai,

In fact

&{AIn} = Agin + In® A

= Pn(rai)P-10In + In e PA( raj ) P-1

= P(A(rai, + P(A(raj,

= P (A(rai+raj, i.j = 1,,n))P -1.

i,j = 1, , n
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Appendix 2 Lie Algebra[B4],[W2]

Definition. Suppose A, B both are nxn matrices, then the Lie Bracket

of A, B is definded as

[A, B] = AB - BA.

Properties.

(1) [A, B] = -[B, A] .

(2) Ifol, B are scalars, then

NA, B] = ot[A, B],

[A, BB] = B[A, B].

Notation: Let LA°(B) = B,

LAn(B) = [A, LAn-1(B)], n = 1, 2,

so LA1(B) = [A, B],

LA2 (B) = [A, [A, B]],

LA3(B) = [A, [A, [A, B]]],

LA4(B) = [A, [A, [A, [A, B]]]],

(3) La0(B), LA1(B), LA2(B), consist of a linear algebra, with

dimension no more than n2.

Proposition.

n
(1) AnB =

n\

i=0

Proof: By the notation, when n=0, B = B.

If n=1, AB = LA°(B)A+LA1(B) = BA + [A,B] ;

and by definition
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ALAi (B) = LAi (B) A + [A, LA1 (B)

= LAi (B) A + LAi+1 (B) .

If for n-1, this is true, then

n-1 (n-1
AnB = A (An-lB) = x ) A.LAi (B)

i=0

n-1 , n-1 (n-11 ,

i= JLAI (B) .An-i + ILA3.+1 (B)An-l-i

i=0 i=0

n-10-1) , 2 n n-11 ,

= / LA1 (B) + \ LA1 (B)

i=0 i=1

n-1
= La° (B) .An

n1)
i-1)}LAi(B)'An-i 1-LAn(B)A°

i=1

n n )

= X
(

i/ LA1 (B)

i=0

(2) Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula
00 1

Exp (At) B = LAi (B) ti } Exp (At) .

i=0 i!

0° 1
Proof : Exp (At) B = Antn}B

n=0 n

4? n 1 (ni

= ii) LA1 (B)
n=0 i=0 n!

00

= LAi (B)
i=0 n-i=0 i ! (n-1) !

00 1

= - LAi (B)t1} Exp (At) .
i=0 i!
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Appendix 3 Some examples of the direct method

Listed here are some examples, in which the direct method is used

to solve the stationary "homogeneous" bilinear system

dx(t) /dt = [A+Bu(t)]x(t).

Example 1. For any A, if [A,B] = cB, where c is a constant scalar. From

(2-4-6), choose E1 =A, E2=B. Then

Exp (Af ) BExp (-Af) = B+ [Af , B] +1/2 [Af , [Af, B] ] +1/ 3 [Af , [Af , [Af , B] ] ]

= B+cB+1/21(cf)2B+1/31(cf)3B+w

= ecfB.

Assume x(t) = Exp(Af1)Exp(Bf2)x0,

then dx(t)/dt = AExp(Afi)Exp(Bf2)x0(dfl(t)/dt)+

+Exp(Af1)BExp(Bf2)x0(df2(t)/dt)

= [A(dfl/dt)+ecf(df2/dt)]x(t),

so dfl/dt = 1, ecf(df2/dt) = u(t),

and fl = t,
f2 = 31; e-cTu to dr,

x(t) = Exp(At)Exp( 12:Lt. e- cTu(r)dr)xo.

Example 2. For the scalar affine bilinear system

dx/dt = ax+bxu(t)+cu(t)+d,

let x = (1, x)T, then we have the vector "homogeneous" bilinear system

dx(t)/dt = Ax(t)+Bx(t)u(t),

where
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The dimension of the Lie Algebra which is generated from A, B, [A,B],

[A,[A,B]], [A,[A,[A,B]]],... is 2. We choose

0 0 0

E2 = ( )El = (0 )

0 1 1 0

then A = aE1 +dE2, B = bE1 +cE2,

and E1E1 = E1, E1E2 = E2, E2E1 = 0, E2E2 = 0,

Exp(Elf)E2Exp(-Elf) = efE2.

Assume x(t) = Exp(Eifi)Exp(E2f2)x0,

0 ) (1 0

xo,

0 eft) f2 1

then dx(t)/dt = E1Exp(Eifi)Exp(E2f2)x0(dfl/dt)

+Exp(Eifi)E2Exp(E2f2)x0(df2/dt)

= [E1 (dfl/dt)+ef4 E2(df2/dt)]x(t),

so dfl/dt = a+bu(t), eff(df2/dt) = d+cu(t)

and fl = at+b.so u(r)dr,

f2 = So (d+cu(T)exp(-ar-b.Cu(aidoldT.

Hence, x(t) = exp(at+blu(r)dr)(d+cu(r)exP(-ar-bru(midaldr+x0].

Example 3. Suppose for any A, B, [A,B] = C, [A,C] = 0, [B,C] = 0.

Then AC = CA, BC = CB, AB = BA+C,

A2B = ABA+AC = BA2+CA+AC = BA2+2CA

AnB = BAn+nCAn-1,

so Exp(At)B = i° /ri Antn) lin Antn) +c si° 1 An-ltn)

n=0 n=0 n=0

= (B+Ct)Exp(At),

Exp(At)B2 = (B+Ct)2Exp(At).

We choose El = A, E2 = B, E3 = C and assume
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Then

x = Exp(Afi)Exp(Bf2)Exp(Af3)x0, fi = 0, 1=1,2,3.

dx/dt = AExp(Afi)Exp(Bf2)Exp(Cf3)x0(dfl/dt)

+Exp(Afi)BExp(Bf2)Exp(Cf3)x0 (df2/dt)

+Exp(Afi)Exp(Bf2)CExp(Cf3)xo(df3/dt)

= [A(dfl/dt)+(B+Ct)(df2/dt)+C(df3/dt)]x

= [A(dfl/dt)+B(df2/dt)+C(t(df2/dt)+(df3/dt))]x,

so dfl/dt = 1, df2/dt = u,

fl t, f2 Sotu (r)

t(df2/dt)+(df3/dt) = 0;

f 3 = rottu (z) dr;

= Exp(At)Exp(BSu(T)dT)Exp(CLtru(r)dt)xo.

The direct method cannot be used for any general kind of A, B

matrices, because scalar time functions fi might be unsolvable.If A, B

are triangular matrices, fi are solvable. So if there exists a

nonsingular matrix P such that PAP-1, PBP-1 become triangular matrices,

the direct method always could be used. For example if A, B are 2x2

triangular matrices, we can choose

El = 12 E2 -
0

E3
0)

-

0 1 0 1 I Oi

then [E2,E3] = E2E3-E3E2 = E3, [E2,[E2,E3]] = [E2,E3] =E3,

Exp(E2f)E3 = efE3Exp(E2f),

Let

[E1,E2] = 0, [E1,E3] = 0,

Exp(Elf)E2 = E2Exp(Elf), Exp(Elf)E3 = E3Exp(Elf).

y(t) = Px(t),

then dy/dt = P(dx/dt) = (PAP-14TET-1 u)(Px)

al 0

= (A +Bu)y,

bl 0
Assume PAP-I = A = PBP-1 = B =

a3 a2 b3 b2

and y(t)=Exp(Eifi)Exp(E2f2)Exp(E3f3)y0,

then dy(t)/dt = ElExp(Eifi)Exp(E2f2)Exp(E3f3)y0(dfl/dt)



+Exp(Eifi)E2Exp(E2f2)Exp(E3f3)yo(df2/dt)

+Exp(Eifi)Exp(E2f2)E3Exp(E3f3)y0(df3/dt)

= [El (dfi/dt) +E2 (df2/dt) +E3exp (f2) (df 3 idt ) )3r (t)

so df /dt =

fl = alt+biStu (-c) dr,

df2/dt = (a2-a1) + (b2-bi)u,

f2 = (a2-a1)t+ (b2-bi)Ltu(t)dt,

exp (f2) df3/dt = a3+b3u,

=ince

hence,

f3 = a3 ( (ai-a2)Z ) exp ( (bi-b2)jo u (o-) do) dt

-Fb35otu (r) exp ((al -a2 )r) exp ( (bi-b2)Tru (7) do-) dt.

Exp (Elf') = exp (fi) I2 =

Exp(E2f2) =
1 0

0 exp (f2)

exp(f1)

0 exp (f 1) fl

Exp(E3f3) =

exp(f1) 0

Exp (Eifi)Exp (E2f2) =
0 exp (fi+f2)

exp (ait+bijotu (r) dt) 0

0 exp (a2t+b2itu (t) dr)

x(t) = P-ly(t) = P-1Exp (Eifi)Exp (E2f2)Exp (E3f3)P (P-1Y0)

exp ( a it+bau (1-) dr) 0

P -1 )Px0 -

f3exp (a2t+b2Su (r) dt) exp (a2t+b2Sotu (t) dt)
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Appendix 4 Some examples of bilinear stochastic differential equations

Here we use different methods to solve some examples of the

bilinear stochastic differential equation

dxt = (A+1/2B2)xtdt+Bxtdwt. (A-4-1)

In this Appendix, xt, yt, zt are nxl vectors.

Example 1. A =O, any B. I.e.

dxt = 1/2B2xtdt+Bxtdwt. (A-4-2)

Decomposing to Cascade Form: Method A

The xt is decomposed into

where xit, i=0,1,2,, satisfy

dzOt 1/2B2zOtdt, z00=z0,

zt zOt+z1t+z2t4-...,

wit = 1/2B2xitdt+Bx (i-l)tdwtr xi0=0, i=1,2, (A-4-3)

Let xit = Exp( 1/2B2t)zit, i=0,1,2,,

then

Hence

dzot = 0, z00=z0,

dzit = Bz(i_i)tdwt,

zot = z0;

dzlt = Bdwtxo,

Zio=0.

zit Bwtxo;

dz2t = B2wtdwtx0, z2t = 132(1/2wt2_1/2t)x0;

dz3t = B3(1/2wt2_1/2t)dwtx0 = B3d(1/5!wt3_1/21,tt)xo,

zit = B3(1/3!wt3-1/2!wtt)z0;

the other components of zt could be derived the same way,

z4t =
13411/4!wt4+(_1/2)1/2!wt2t+(_1/2)2(1/20t2)xo.

= B5f1/5!wt5+(.1/201/3!wt3t+(_1/2)wt1/2!tjx0.

By induction,

(A-4-4)

(A-4-5)
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So,

= B2n11/2niwt2n+(_1/2)(1/ Nt2n-2.(1/11)t
z2nt /2n-2!

+ (_1/212/1 /2n-4 owt2n-4(1/2,t2)+...
/ %

+ (_1/2)n(1/11!tn)xo,

B2n+1.(1
/2n+1!

wt2n+1+(_1/_)(1/ owt2n-1)(1/lit)
z(2n+l)t /2n-1

+(_1/2)2(1
/2n-3+1

twt2n-3+1)(1/21t2)+...

+(_1/2)n(l/n!tn)Ix0.

xt x0t4-xlt+x2t+x3t1-x4t+

= Exp(-1/2B2t){(I+Bwt+1/21B2wt2+1/31B3wt3+)

+(_1/2B2-L.) , +Bwt+1/21B2wt2+1/31B3wt3+..)a

4.1/21(_1/2B2t)2 (11.Bwt+1/21B2wt2+1/31E3wt4.)

+.)xo

= Exp( 1/2B2t )1Exp(-1/2B2t)Exp(Bwt)Ixo = Exp(Bwt)xo. (A-4-6)

If Bn=0 for certain n, then only n components exist.

Decomposing to Cascade Form: Method B

The xt is decomposed into xt

where xit, i=0,1,2, should satisfy

dx0t 0, x00=x0,

dxit Bx0tdwtr x10=0,

dxit = 1/2B2x(i_2)dt+Bx (i-l)tdwt,

Hence

xi0=0,i=2,3,... (A-4-7)

'cot = x0;

dxit = Bdwtxo,

xlt BwtxO;

= 1/2E2 xot t tdt+Bxidw =dx2t [1/2B2dt+B2wtdwtlx0

B2d(1/2114t2)xo,

x2t =
1/2!E2wt2x0;

dX3t = 1/2B2xitdt+Bx2tdwt = 1/2B[wtdt+wt2dwtlx0

= B3d(1/3!wt3)xo,
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x3t 1/3!B3wt3x0.

By induction, = 1/ Eln,
xnt n! t

nw
-0.

So, xt =.:Exnt = Exp(Bwt)xo.

Again, if Bn=0 for certain n, then there only n components exist.

The Direct Method

Assume xt = Exp(1/2B2 .g1t) Exp(B .g2t).x0f

where dglt fltdt 4111tdwt,

dg2t f2tdt+h2tdwt,

g10 0,

g20 = 0,

then dxt = { xglfi+xg2f2+1/2 (xglgl h12+2xg1g2h1h2+xg2g2h22)}dt

+(xgilli+xg2h2)dwt

= (1/2B2Exp(1/2B2-1)y Exp(Bg2)fl+Exp (1/2B2g1) BExp(Bg2)f2

+1/2(1/4B4)2Exp(1/2B2-1)y Exp(Bg2)1112

4.(1/22,2)Exp(1/2132-1,g /13Exp(Bg2)111112

+1/2Exp(1/2B2g1)B2Exp(Bg2)h221x0dt

.4./1/2132Exp(1/2B2g1)

(A-4-8)

(A-4-9)

Exp(Bg2)hi+Exp (1/2132-22y IBExp(Bg2)h2)xodwt.

Since Exp(1/2B2g1) and B are commutable,

dxt = {1/2B2f1.13f2+1/21/04h12+1/2B3hih2+1/2B2h22 }xtdt

4.{1,2B2
/ hl+Bh2}xtdwt.

Comparing (A-4-2) and (A-4-10), then

1/2B2f1+Bf2.4.1/21/04h12.1.1 /2B3h1h2+1 /2B2h22 = 1/2132,

1/212,2 hi+Bh2 = B,

for any B, the following must be hold:

hl = 0, h2 = 1,

Hence dgi = 0,

dg2 = 1dwt,

xt = Exp(Bwt).xo.

fl = 0,

glt = 0;

g2t wt;

f2 =0-

(A-4-10)

(A-4-11)

(A-4-12)
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From the result we know that the correction term 1/2B2xtdt does not

affect the form of xt.

Example 2.

dxt = (A+1/2B2)xtdt+Bxtdwt, (A-4-1)

where [A,B] = cB, c is a constant scalar,

so LA-(B) = ciB,

Exp(Agi)B = exp(cgi)BExp(Agi),

Exp(Agi) B2 = exp(2cg1)B2Exp(Agl). (A-4-13)

Decomposing to Cascade Form: Method A

The xt is decomposed into

First, let

xt x0t-Exlt+x2t+x3t+x4t4...

yit = Exp(-At)xit, i=0,1,2,3,..', (A-4-14)

for given x (i-l)t or Y(i-1)t'

dyit = -AExp(-At)xitdt+Exp(-At){(A+1/2B2)xitdt+Bx (i-l)tdwt)

= Exp(-At)1/2B2Exp(At)yitdt+Exp(-At)BExp(At) 17(i-l)tdwt

= (e-2ct)1/2B2 yitdt+e-c tm"

and dy0t = (e-2ct)1/2B2y0 dt.

Again, let zit = Exp (-1/4cB2 (i_e-2ct))yit,

For given x (i-l)t (or Y(i-1)t' x(i-1)t),

dzit = e-ctElz
xi0=°-

dzot = 0, x00=x0,

Now zit are easy to solve,

zOt x0;

dzit = e-ctBdwtxo,

dz2t = e-ctB2g2tdwtx0

i=1,2,3,

zit Bg2tx0,

(A-4-15)

where g2t t e-c dw

z2t
[1/2(3g2t)24.(_1/4c132(1_e-2ct))]x0

Let

52i = :1/2(i-j)!(Bg2t)2(i-j)11/j!(-
1

j=0
/4c2(1_e-2ct))j),B
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then

SP2i+1 = 1/2 /2(i-j) +1! (Bg2t)2(i-j)+1{1/ j!
(_1/4c132(i_e-2ct))j),

j=0

= Bp2i_le-ctdwt, 021_1 = Be -cly2idwt.

So, zit = 9ix0, i=0,1,2,3,--..

xit = Exp(At)Exp( 1/4cB2 (i_e-2ct))

Hence
xt = Exp(At)Exp (1/4cB2(i_e-2ct) ) E Fnxo

n=0

= Exp(At)Exp(BI, e-ctdw,)xo, (A-4-16)

because

62n

n

2, [1/2(n-m) !(Bg2t)2(n-m)+1/2(n-m)+1! (Bg2t)2(n-m)+1]
n=0 n=0 m=0

1/m,(_1/4cB2(1_e-2Ct))in)

=
n=lini(Bg2t03.[

g 1/1,0(_1/4c/32(1_e-2ct))ml
0 m=0

= Exp( Bg2t)BxP(-1/4cB2 (i_e-2ct)),

= Exp(- 1/4cB2 (i_e-2ct)) Exp(Bg2t).

The Direct Method

Assume xt= Exp(Agit).Exp (Bg2t).x0,

where dglt fltdt+hltdwt, g10 °,

dg2t = f2tdt+h2tdwt, g20 0.

(A-4-17)

(A-4-18)

Let axgi = a xtlagi, a'xgigj a2xt/agiagj,

then dxt = { xgifi+xg2f2+1/2(xgigih1 2+2xgig2h1112+xg2g2h22)}dt

+(xgihi+xg2h2)dwt

= fAExp(Agi)Exp(Bg2)f1 +Exp(Agi)BExp(Bg2)f2

+1/2A2Exp(Agi) Exp(Bg2)1112+AExp(Agl)BExp(Bg2)hih2

+1/2Exp(Agi)Exp(Bg2)h22}3c0dt

+(AExp(Agi)Exp(Bg2)h1 +Exp(Agi)BExp(Bg2)h2Ixodwt.

= (Afi+exp(cgi)Bf2+«A2h12+exp(cgi)ABhih2

+1/2exp(2cgi)B2h22}xtdt+{Ahl+exp(cgi)Bh2}xtdwt. (A-4-19)



Comparing (A-4-1) and (A-4-19), we have

Afl+exp (cgi)Bf2+1/2A2h12+exp(cgi)ABhih2 +1/2exp(2cgi )B2h22

= A+1/2B2,

Ahl+exp(cgl)Bh2 = B.

According to [A,A] = 0, [B,B] = 0, [A,B] = cB;

then h1 = 0, h2 = exp(-cgi),

So, dglt ldt,

dg2t = exp(-cgi)dwt,

f1 = 1, f2 0-

git to'

g2t =Jo e-"dwr

xt = Exp(At)Exp(BS e-ucdwr)xo. (A-4-20)

Example 3.

dxt = (A+1/2B2)xtdt+Bxtdwt (A-4-1)

where [A,B] = C, [A,C] = 0, [B,C] = 0, C is a matrix.

Then Exp(Ag1)B = (B+Cgi)Exp(Agi),

Exp(Agi)B2 = (B+Cg1)2Exp(Agi),

Exp(Agi)C = CExp(Agi),

Exp(Bg2)C = CExp(Bg2). (A-4-21)

Decomposing to Cascade Form: Method A

Consider xt xOt+xlt+x2t+x3t+.", and

let (A-4-22)

zit = Exp(-/4B2t+4.Ct2-1/6C2t3)Yit, (A-4-23)

Then dyit = 1/2Exp(-At)B2Exp(At)Yitdt+Exp(-At)BExp(At) Y(i-l)tdwt

= 1/2(B-Ct)2yitdt+(B-Ct)Y(i-l)tdwtr i=1,2,3,

dY0t 1/2(B-Ct) 23rOtdtr Y00=x0; (A-4-24)

dzit = -1/2(B-Ct)2Exp (-1/2132t1-1/ Ar* / r
)es

A+

+Exp(-1/2B2t+1/2BCt2-1/6C2t3)1/2(B-Ct)2Yitdt

+Exp(-1/2B2t+1/2BCt2-1/6C2t3)(B-Ct)

= (B-Ct)Z(3.-1)tdwt' zio =0,

Y(i-i)tdwt

i=1,2,3,,
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dzOt 0, z00 =x0.

Solving the cascade form (A-4-25), we have

zOt x0;

dzit = (B-Ct)dwtx0,

zlt (Bwt-Cg3t)x0,

dz2t = (B-Ct)zitdwt

where g3t = J'rdw,;

= [B2wtdwt-BC(twt+g3t)dwt+C2tg3tdwt)x0,

(A-4-25)

because d( 1/2!wt2_1/2t) = _1 /2t+wtdwt+1/2dt = wtdwt,

d(wtg3t-1/2t2) = -tdt+wttdwt+g3tdwt+1.dt = (wtt+g3t)dwt,

d(1/2g3t2_1/3,t3) = _ 1/2!t2dt+g3ttdg3t+1/2!t2dt = tg3tdg3t;

z2t =
[132(1/2!wt2_1/2-)_BC(Wtg3t-1/2t2)+C2 (1/2,g3t2_1/3!t3)]x0

= [1/2032 wt2.43wo_cg304.(_1/2!cg302

4.(_1/2i32,-4.1 /2BCt2-1/3!C2t3))xo.

dz3t = (B-Ct)z2tdwt

= [133(1/2,wt2-1/2t)dwt

_B2c(1/2,wt2t_1/2,t2_1/2t2i.wtg3t_1/2t2)dwt

443C2 (1/2,g3t2-1/3!t4wtg3t_1/2!t3)dwt

_0(1/2!g3t2t_1/31t4)dwt3x0,

zit = [B3(1/3!,t3_1/2wtt)_)32c(_1/2!t2,t4.1/21wt2g3t_1/2tg3t)

+13c2(1/2!g3t2wt_1/3!wtt3_1/2t2g3t)

_0(1/31,33t3_1/3!t3g3t)lx0

= [1/3033wt3+1/2032wt2(_cg3t)413w01/21c2g3t2)+(_1/3!c3g3t3)

+(Bwt-Cg3t)(-1/2B2t+1/2BCt2-1/3,C2t3))xo.

dz4t (B-Ct)z3tdwt

= [134(1/3!wt3_1 /2wtt)dwt

_133c(1/3,wt3t_1/2,tt2_1/2!t2wt+1/2!wt2g3t_1/2tg3t)dwt

1.32c2(_1/2,t3wt+1/21twt2g3t_1/2t2g3t+1/2!g3t2wt



So,

_1/2!wtt3_1/2t2g3t)

-BC3( 1/ 2, tg3t2wt2- 1 /3lwtt4wt- 1/2t3g3t +1/3!g3t3
_1/31t3g3t)

A.C4(1/3,tg3t3_1/31t4g30)x0,

z4t [B4(1/4!wt4+1/2!wt2(....112t)+1/2,(-1/2t)2)

- BC3( 1/ 3, wt3g3t- 1/ 2!wt2t2-wtg3t1/2t +1/2,1/2t3)

+ B2c2(1/2,t2.1/2g3t2_1/2t1/2,g3t2_112t2g3twt

_1/3 ,t3 (1/2 wt2) +1/2 (1/2t) 2+1/2 !2 (1/2t) (1/3 )

-Bc3 (1/3,g3owt_1/2t2(1/2,g3t2)_1/31t3wtg3t

+1/2,2(1/2t2)(1/3,t3))

+ c4(1/4,g3t44/21g3t2(-1/3,t3)+1/2,(_1/31t3)2)]x0

= [1/4,B4wt44/2,B2wt2(_1/2B2t)+1/2,(_1/2B2t)2

4/3,B3wt3(_cg30_,(1/2,B2wt2)(1 i2Bct2)

+(Bwt)(-Cg3t) (1/2B2t) (_1/2B2t) ( 1/2Bct2)

(1/ 032wt2) (1/2 ,c2g3t2).1. (_1/2B2t) (1/2 !c2g3t2)

+ ( 3,,t)(_cg3t)(1/2Bct2)+(1/2032wt2)(_1/3,c2t3)

+1/2,(1/2BCt2)2+1/212(- 1/2B2t)(_1/3 ,C2t3)

+ (gwo (_1/ !c3g3t3) + (1/2 !c2g3t2) (1 / 2BCt2)

1-(Bwt)(-Cg3t)(-1/31C2t3)+1/212 (1/2BCt2 )(-1/3,c2t3)
+ 1/41c4g3t44.(1/21c2g3t2)(_1/3,c2t3)+1/2,(_1/3,c2t3)21x0;

zit = (I+Bwt+1/2, B2wt24.1/3!B3wt3+...)

(I-Cg3t+1/2,(-Cg3t)2+...)

[I+(-1/2B2t+1 /2BCt2-1/31C2t3)

+1/21(_1/2)32t1.1 /2BCt2-1/3,C2t3)+.**]xo

= Exp(Bwt)Exp(-Cg3t)Exp(-1/2 132t4.1 /2BCt2-1/3!C2t3)xo

= Exp(- 1 /2B2t +1/2BCt2-1/3!C2t3)Exp(Bwt)Exp(-Cg3t)x0 (A-4-26)
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Xt = xit
= Exp(At)Exp (1/2132t_l /2BCt2+1/3 tC2t3) M zit

= Exp(At)Exp(Bwt)Exp(-Cg3t)x0

= Exp(At)Exp(Bwt)Exp(-Cjrdw.c)xo. (A-4-27)

The Direct Method

Assume xt = Exp(Agl)Exp(Bg2)Exp(Cg3)x0, (A-4-28)

where dgi = fidt+hidwt, gi0=°, i=1,2,3.

Then dxt = fAExp(Agl)Exp(Bg2)Exp(Cg3)f1 +Exp(Ag1)BExp(Bg2)Exp(Cg3)f2

+Exp(Agi)Exp(Bg2)CExp(Cg3)f

+1/2A2Expr-1,Itg ,Exp(Bg2)Exp(Cg3)1112

+1/2Exp(Agi)B2Exp(Bg2)Exp(Cg3)h22

+1/2Exp(Ag1)Exp(Bg2)C2Exp(Cg3)h32

+AExp(Agl)BExp(Bg2)Exp(Cg3)hih2

+AExp(Agi)Exp(Bg2)CExp(Cg3)111113

+Exp(Ag1)BExp(Bg2)CExp(Cg3)h2h3Ix0dt

+(AExp(Ag1)Exp(Bg2)Exp(Cg3)h1 +Exp(Agi)BExp(Bg2)Exp(Cg3)h2

+Exp(Agl)Exp(Bg2)CExp(Cg3)h3}xodwt

= {Af1+(B+Cgi)f2+Cf3+1/2A2h12+1/2(B+Cgi)2h22+1/2C2h32

+A(B+Cg1 )h1h2+AChih3+(B+Cg1)Ch2h3)xtdt

+{Ah1 +(B+Cg1)h2+Ch3}xtdwt. (A-4-29)

Comparing (A-4-1) and (A-4-29) we have

Af1+(B+Cgi)f2+Cf3+1/2A2h12+1/2(B+Cgi)2h22+1/2C2h32+A(B+Cgi)hlh2

+AChih3+(B+Cg1)Ch2h3 = A+1/2B2,

Ah1+(B+Cg1)h2+Ch3 = B. (A-4-30)

Making the Lie Bracket with A, B on both side of the second formulae of

(A-4-30), we get

Ch2 = C, Chi = 0;



SO

Then
h2

hi = 0, and 113 --- -gl.

fi+Bf2+C(gif2+f3)+1/2B2+BC(gi+h3) 4c2(1/2,4124.1/2h324g1113)
= Afi+Bf24-c(gif2+f3)+1/2132 , A+1/2132.

with

= 1,

Making the Lie Bracket

Cf2 = 0,

f2 = 0,

dgi = dt,

dg2 "=" dwt,

dg3 = -gldwt,

xt Exp (At) Exp (Bwt)Exp (So dw,)No .

50

A, B in the

Cfi C;

= 3.,

gl =t;

g2 = wt;

above,

g3 S ot -c (55,7T;

f3 = 0;
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Then

Appendix 5 Some properties of matrix Mk

Let r 2 -1 0 --- 0\
-1 2 -1 --- 0

Mk

0 0 --- 2 -1

0 0 ----1 2i

(1) 2 -1 0 0 2 -1 0 0

-1 2 -1 0 -1 2 -1 0

Mk = 2

0 0 2 -1

+1
0 -1 0

0 0 -1 2 0 - -1 -1

21 mk-il (-1) I mk-2I

M1I 2, IM21 3,

by induction
I Mk

k+1.

(2) 0\

Mk+1 = Mk 0

-1

0 0 -0 -1 2/

Let

(mk+1)-1
Qk rk

rkT qk +1

Then QkMk+rk(0,(40f-1) = In'

rkTMk+clk+1(0.0,-0,-1) = 0,

and Qk =

rkT = -clk+1(0,13,(4-1)Mk-1,

(3)

Qk = Mk-14-(1/clk+l)rkrkT-

Mk : -clk+1 1Mk-k
*-k+1
m -1

OT , -1
-21(+1

( Mk -clk+1
-1m -

,
-k

( Qk rk

OT -1.1(+1
-1 T

-11(+1
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Hence

(4)

mkQk-Mkcik+l-irkrkT : Mkrk -Mkrk

-1,rkTqk+1 1

I Mk Iclk+1-1. I Mk+1-1 I = 1,

cik+1 = I Mk I iMk+1 1 = (k+1) / (k+2) .

rkT = clk+1(0,0,--'0,1)Mk-1

Ik : 0

cl
-1, T 1 ).

k+1 -k

rk+1T = clk+2(0,0, ---,0,0,1)Mk+1-1

2/3 1/3

= clk+2( rk, qk +1 )-

Since M2-1 = , so r1 = 1/3.
1/3 2/3

Suppose rkT = (k+2)-1(1, 2,, k),

then rk+1T = (k+3)-1(1, 2,,k, k+1).



Appendix 6 The solution of the stochastic differential equation (3-6-5)

For the stochastic differential equation

dzt = (vA44.)B+1/20-2B2)ztdt+Vtztdwt, (A-6-1)

where wt is a standard

zt = Exp((vA+WB+1/20r2B2)t)yt,

so dyt = Exp(-(vAil(A)

yt = St,Exp(-(vA-114B+1

Since
A

A2 =

Wiener process,

B+1/20-2B2)t)0"BExp((vA-1,a6+1/202B2)t)y,dwt,

/202B2 )T)TBExp((vAilWB+1

0)
B -

12 OJ

0, BA = 0, Bn =

0

01

0)

0

first make a

zo=y0,

/20'42

ABn =
0

transformation

(A-6-2)

)"C ) dw, yo . (A-6-3)

0 01

Bn 0)

it is seen that

(vAiica+1/20-2B2)n = vA (0B+1/2m2132)n-14.(v13+1/20.2132)n,

(

Exp(c0B+1/2T2B2)t 0

Exp((vA+WB+1/2042)t) =
v ( B+1,20-2B2)n-ltn 12

n=0

Exp(LOB+1/2042)t 0

v(dB+1/2172B2)-1(Exp(WB+1/2,72B2)t-I2) I

Exp(-(vA4VB+1 /2T2B2) t)O-BExp((vA4IWB+ 1/20'2B2)t)

Exp(-(0B+1/20'2B2)t)

-1 (Exp (- WB+1/2a2B2) t) -121

0

iv(e4B+1/2V2B2) 12

B

0

0

0

Exp th7B+1/202B2) t 0

v (c0B+1 /20-282 ) { Exp (f4B+1/ 2cr2B2) t I2 } 12

B 0 B

v(WB-1.1/2n2v B2) -1 B{I2-Exp (WB+1/2(72B2)t) 12 C 0
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where C = v (01B+1/20-2B2% 'TB( I2-Exp (/:1)8+1/ 20-2B2)t}

Let Yt ( YltT, Y2tT

then dyit = BYltdwt,

Yit {Exp (0-13wt _1 /20.2B2t ) }Y10,

dY2t = CYltdwt

Y2t C(Exp -1/20'2B2r) IA
Y1 0172 0

From the Ito formula of the stochastic integral,

f(T,wr) tt; = So fwdw -11t(fT+1/2fww)d .

Let fw = C(Exp(013w, _1/20.2B2r)),

(A-6-4)

then f = C -'Exp (718wr -1/272827) ,

fT = CT ors) -1Exp (Taw,. -1/2o-2E32r) -c(a-B) -1 ('/202132) Exp (0-Bwr -1 / 2G2 B2r)

fww = COMExp(C7Bw - 1/202B2r),

therefore,

So Exp (0'8w -1 /2(1-2B2r))dw,
0

= C(TB)- Exp (0'Bwt_1/20'2B2t)

_s(cv(TB)-So -1(1/20.2B2)4.1 / 2 CB01 Exp (013w, -1 /202B2r) dr
o

= C (CB) -1Exp (013wt _1 /20.2B2t ) _sot cr (c,-B) -1Exp (773wr -1/2(72B2r) dr

While c(Os)-1 = v0434.1/20.2B2)-1,12_
t Exp(03+ 1/202B2)t},

C,(013)-1 = -vExpUdB+ 1 /2cr2B2 yr )

so Sot C{Exp (013w.c -1/202B2r)}dwl.

= v(0.8+1/202B2)-1{I2-Exp (03+1 /2 g2B2 ) t }Exp (013wt- 1/202B2t)

+vjfExp(GdBt+78wr)dr,

= v( .013+1/272.132) 1/2g2B2t)/,10-1{I2-Exp(1.M3+1/272/32)r}Exp((rBwt-Y2t

+vS4Exp (WEST+TBwr ) (2111104720

zit = (Exp(:418+1/20'282) t}Ylt

= { Exp (a6+1 /27282 ) t } (ExpO,Bwt-1/20282t HY10

= (Exp WBt+OrBwt) ) z ,

(A-6-5)
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and

z2 t = (c013÷1/20-2B2) EzP (c4n3÷1/2cr2B2

vS

) t 12 I t +3'2t

ot Exp (caRr+073Wr ) City 04-Z20

Exp (U)13t +a73wt )
Zt

v 50 Exp (War+073wr) dr



Appendix 7 Some moments of AB(1,1)

The general AB(1,1) time series xk is described as

xk+1 = axk+bxkuk+couk+1+cluk+d,

where uk are independent, Gaussian with E[uk]=0, E[uk2]=1.

Let BLk = axk+bxkuk+cluk+d,

then = BLk+couk+1,

where xk and BLk are independent of

We can derive the following:

(1) E[xk4.1] = E[BLk] +cOE[uk +l] = E[BLk),

E[xk +luk +l] = E[BLk]E[uk.4.1]+coE[uk.1.12] = co,

E[xk+luk+12] = E[BLk]E[uk.1.12]+coE[uk+13] = E[BLk]

= E[xk+1],

E[xk_Fluk+13] = E[BLk]E[uk.1.13]+coE[uk+14] = 3c0,

E[xk+luk 4] = E[BLk]E[uk.f.14]+c0E[uk+15] = 3E[BLk],

= 3E[xk.1.1],

E[BLk] = aE[xk]+bE[xkuk] +clE[uk]+d = aE[xk]+bco+d,

E[xk +1) = aE[xk]+bco+d.

(A-7-1)

(A-7-2)

(A-7-3)

(A-7-4)

(A-7-5)

(A-7-6)

(2) E[Ick+12] = E[BLk2]+2c0E[BLOE[uk+1]+c 02E[uk+12] = E[BLk2]+c02

E[x,-+,x 12uk+1] = E[BL-k2] E[uk+13+2c0E [BLOE[uk+12]-1-0O2E[Uk+13)

= 2c0E[BLk] = 2c0E[xk+1] (A-7-7)

E[xk.4.1 2uk+12] = E[BLk2]E[uk+12]+2c0E[BLk]E[uk+13]+co2E[uki.14]

= E[BLk2]+3002 = E[xk+12)+2c02, (A-7-8)

E[x]c+1 2uk+13] E[BLk2]E[uk+13]+2c0E[BLk]E[uk+14]+c02E[uk+15]

= 6c0E[BLk] = 6c0E[xk+1], (A-7-9)
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E [xk+12uk+14] E [BLk2]E [uk+14] +2c0E [BLk] E [uk+15] +co2E [uk+16]

= 3E [BLk2] +15c02 = 3E [xk+12] +12c02, (A-7-10)

E [BLk2] = E [ (axk+d) 2] +2E [ (axk+d) (bxk+ci) uk] +E [ (bxk+ci) 2uk2]

= a2E [xk2) +2adE [xk] +d2+2abE [xk2uk] +2 (aci+bd)E [xkuk]

+2cidE [uk] +b2E [xk2uk2] +2bciE [xkuk2] +ci2E [uk2]

= (a2+b2)E [xk2] +2 (ad+bc1+2abco) E [xk]

+ (d2+ci2+2 (aci+bd) co+2b2c02)

E [xk+12] = (a2+b2)E [xk2] +2 (ad+bc1+2abco)E [xk]

+ (d2+ci2+2 (aci+bd) co+ (1+2b2) co2) . (A-7-11)

(3) E [xk4.13] = E [BLk3] +3c0E [BLk2] E [uk+i] +3c02 [BLk] E [uk4.12] +co3E [uk+13]

= E [BLk3] +3c02E [BLk] ,

E x-1-13uk+13 = E [BLk3] E [uk+1] +3c0E [BL-k2] E [uki..12] +3c02 [BLk] E [uk+13]

+c03E [uk+111]

3c0E [BLk2]+3c03 = 3c0E (xk+12) (A-7-3.2)

E [xk+13uk+12] = E [BLk3] E [uk4.3.2] +3c0E [BL-k2 ] E [Uk+13]

-F3CO2 [BLOE [uk+14] +co3E [uk+15]

= E [BLk3] +9c02E [BLk] = E [xk4.3.3] +6c02E [xk4.1] , (A-7-13)

E [xk+1 3uk+13] = E [BLk3]E [uk+13] +3c0E [BLk2]E [uk+14]

+3c02 MOE [uk+15] +c03E [uk+16]

= 9c0E [BLk2] +15c03 = 9c0E [xk+1 2 63+ c0 3
I

E [xk+13uk+14] E [BLk3] E [uk+14] +3cOE [BLk2] E (uk+15)

+3c02 [BLk] E [uk+16] +co3E [uk+17]

= 3c0E [BLk3) +45c03E [BLk]

= 3c0E [xk4.12] +36c03E [xk+1] ,

E [BLk3] = E [ (axk+d) 3] +3E ( (axk+d) 2 (bxk+ci) uk]

+3E [ (axk+d) (bxk+ci) 2uk2] +E [(bxk+ci) 3uk3]

= a3E [xk3] +3a2dE [xk2] +3ad2E [xk] +d3 +3 { a2bE [xk3uk]

(A-7-14)

(A-7-15)
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+ (a2c1+2abd)E [xk2uk] + (2adci+d2b) E [xkuk] +d2c1E [uk] }

+3 { ab2E [xk3uk2 ] + (b2d+2abci) E [xk2uk2]

+ (2bcid+aci2) E [xkuk2] +ci2dE [uk2] 1+ {b3E [xk3uk3]

+3b2c1E [xk2uk3] +3bci2E [xkuk3] +ci3E [uk3] 1

= (a3+3ab2)E [xk3] +3 { a2d+b2d+2abc1+3co (a2b+b3) } E [xk2 ]

+3 { ad2+aci2+2bcici+2co (a2c1+2abd+3b+2ci) +6c02ab2}E [xk]

+{d3+3dc12+3c0 (d2b+2acic1+3bci2 ) +6c02 (b2d+2abci) +6b3c031,

E [xk+13) = E [BLk3] +3c02E [xk+i] = E [BLk3)+3c02 (aE [xk] +bco+d)

= (a3+3ab2) E [xk3] +3 {a2d+b2d+2abc1+3c0 (a2b+b3) } E [xk2 ]

+3 { ad2+aci2+2bcid+2c0 (a2c1+2abd+3b+2c1)

+3c02 (a+2ab2) }E [xk] +(d3+3dci2+3c0 (d2b+2acic.1.+3bc12)

+3c02 (d+2b2d+4abci) +3c03 (b+2b3) 1 .

(4) E [xk+14] = E [BLk4] +4c0E [BLk3]E [uk.fi] +6c02E [BLk2]E [uk+12]

(A-7-16)

+4c03E [BLk] E [uk+13] +CohlE [uk+14]

= E [BLk4] +6c02E [BLk2] +3c04 = E [BLk4)+6c02E [xk+12] -3c04

E [Xx'-+14Uk+1 ] = E [BLk4] E [uk+i) +4c0E [BLk3]E [uk+12]

+6c02E [BLk2] E [uk+13] +4CO3E [BLit] E [uk+14] +Co 4E [Uk+15]

= 4c0E [BLk3 ] +12c03E [BLk] = 4C0E [xk+13] r (A-7-17)

E [xk+3. -1 =4uk+]. 2 E [BLk4] E [uk+12] +4c0E [BLk3]E r,uk-1-131+c04E [uk+3.6]

+6c02E [BLk2]E [uk+14] +4c03E [BLk] E [uk+15]

= E [BLk4] +18CO2E [BLk2] +15c04

= E [xk4.14) +12CO2E [xk+12] , (A-7-18)

E [xk+14Uk+13] E [BLk4]E [uk+13] +4C0E [BLk3] E [uk+14] +Co4E [Uk+17]

+6c02E [BLk2 ] E [uk+15] +4c03E [BLk] E [uk+16]

= 12c0E [BLk3] +60c03E [13Lk]

= 12c0E Exk+133+24c03E [xk+il . (A-7-19)
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E [xk+14uk+14] = E [ BLO] E [uk+14] +4c0E [BLk3]E [uk+15] +co4E [uk+18]

+6c02E [BLk2] E [uk+16] +4c 0 3E [BLk] E [uk+17 ]

= 3E [BLk4] +90co2E [BLk2] +105c04

= 3E [xk+14] +72c02E [xk+12] +24c04, (A-7-20)

E [BLk4] = E [ (axk+d) 4] +4E [ (axk+d) 3 (bxk+ci) uk] +E [ (bxk+ci) 4uk4]

+6E [ (axk+d) 2 (bxk+ci) 2uk2] +4E [ (axk+d) (bxk+ci) 3uk3]

= {a4E[xk4] +4a3dE [xk3] +6a2d2E[xk2] +ad3E[xk] +d4}

+4 { a3bE [xk4uk] + (3a2bd+a3c1) E [xk3uk]

+ (abd2+3a2dci)E [xk2uk] + (bd3+3acid2)E [xkuk] +cid3E [uk] 1

+6 { a2b2E [xk4uk2] + (2a2bc1+2ab2d) E [xk3uk2] +ci2d2E [uk2]

+ (a2ci+b2d+4abcid) E [xk2uk2] + (2bcid2+2aci2d)E [xkuk2]

+4 { ab3E [xk4uk3] + (3ab2ci+b3d)E [xk3uk3] +ci3dE [uk3]

+ (3abci2+3b2cid)E [xk2uk3] + (aci3+3bci2d)E [xkuk3]

+{b4E [xk4uk4] +4b3ciE [xk3uk4] +6b2ci2E [xk2uk4]

+4bci3E [xkuk4] +ci4E [uk4]

= (a4+6a2b2 +3b4)E Exk4)

+4 { (a3d+3a2bc1+3ab2d+3b3ci) +4c0 (a3b+3ab3) } E [xk3]

+6 { (a2d2+a2ci+b2d+3b2c12+4abcid)

+2c0 (a3c1+3a2bd+3b3d+9ab2c1) +12 (c02 (a2b2+b4) 1E [xk2]

+4 { (ad3+3bci3+3bcid2+3aci2d) +18c02 (a2bci+ab2d+2b3ci)

+6c0 (abd2+a2c1c1+3abci2+3b2cid) +24c03 (ab3) } E [xk]

+{ (d4+6ci2d2+3c14) +4c0 (bd3+3acid2+3aci3+9bci2d)

+12c 02 (a2ci+b2d+4abcid+6b2c12)

+24c03 (b3d+3ab2ci) +24c04b4 } ,

E [xk+14] = E [BLk4] +6c02 (a2+b2) E [xk2] +2 (ad+bc1+2abco)E [xk]

+ (d2+ci2+2co (aci+bd) +c02 (1+2b2) 1-3c04

= (a4+6a2b2+3b4)E [xk4)
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+4{(a3d+3a2bc1+3ab2d+3b3c1)+4c0(a3b+3ab3)}E[xk3]

+6/(a2d4a2c11.b2d+3102c12 +4abcid)+c02(a2+b2+12 (a2b2+104))

+2c0(a3c1+3a2bd+3b3d+9ab2c1))E[xk2]

+4{(ad3+3bc13+3bo1d2+3ac12d)

+6c0(abd2 +a2cid+3abc12+3b2cid)+6c03(ab+4ab3)

+3c02(ad+bc1+6a2bc1+6ab2d+12b3c1)}E[x0

+((d4+6c12d2+3c1 4)+4c0(bd3+3acid2+3aci3+9bc12d)

+6c02(d4c12+2a2 ci+2b2d+Babcid+12b2c12)

+12c03(aci+bd+2b3d+6ab2c1)

(5) For jl,

+3o04(1+4b2+8b4)).(A-7-21)

xki.j.fixk = BLk +jxk +couk +j +1

= axki.ixk+bxkijxkumj+cixkuk+i+dxk+coxkuk+j+1

E[xk +jxk] = E[BLkl_j_lx0+coE[ukiix0 = E[BLIc+j_lx0,

E[xk +jxkuk +j] = E[BLki.j_ixkuk+j]+coE[xkuk+j2)=c0E[xkl.

E[xkijxkuk+j 2] = EIBLk+j _ixkuki.j21+o0E[xkuk+j3]

= E[BLIc+j_lx0 = E[x],c+ix0,

E[BLk_Fix0 = aE[xk+ix0+bE[xki.ixkuki.j]+c1E[uk+ix0+dE[x0

= aE[x]c+ix0+(bc0 +d)E[x0,

E[xkl.ii_lx0 = E[BLk+jxk] = aE[xki.ix0+(bc0 +d)E[x0.

For j=0,

xk+lxk = axk2+bxk2uk+cixkuk+dxk+coxkuk+1,

E[xk_Fix0 = aE[xk2)+bE[xk2u0+c1E[xkuk]+dE[x]c)

= aE[xk2]+(2bc0 +d)E[x0+cico,

(A-7-22)

(A-7-23)

(6) For j..1,

E[xki.j2x0 = E[BLk+j_12xk)+2c0E[BLk+i_lxkuk+j)+c02E[xkum.j2]

= E[BLk+j_12x0+co2E[x0,
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E [xk+i2xkuk+i = E [BLk+i _12xkuk+i ] +2c0E [BLk+i_ixkuk+i2]

+c02E (xkuk+i 3)

= 2c0E [BLk+i_ixk] =2c0E [xk+jxk] ,

E [xkii2xkuk+i2] = E [BLk+i_12xkuk+i2] +2c0E [13Lk+j_ixkuk+i 3]

+c02E [xkuk+i4]

= E [BLk+i_12xk] +3c02E [xk) = E [xk.i.j2xk] +2c02E [xk] ,

E [BLk+i2xkl = E[( axk +i +d)2xk) +E[(bxk +j +ci)2xkuk +j2)

+2E [ (axkli+d) (bxk+i+ci) xkuk-Fj3

= a2E [xk+i2x0 +2adE [xk+ixic.] +d2E [xk] +b2E [xki.i2xkuk+i2]

+2bciE Exk+ixkuk+i21+ci2E [xkuk+i2] +2abE [xk.i.j2xkuk.fi

+2(aci +bd)E[xk +ixkuk +i] +2cidE[xkuk +j]

(a2+b2) E txk+i2x0 +2 (ad+bc1+2abc0)E [xk+ixk]

+ (d2+ci2+2 (aci+bd) co+2b2c02) E [ck] ,

E [xk+j+12x0 = E [BLki.i2xk] +2c0E [BLk+ixkuk+i+i] +co2E [xkuki.j.4.1 2]

= E [BLk+ j2xkl +co2E [xk]

= (a2+b2)E [xk+j2xk] +2 (ad+bc1+2 (ab) co) E [xK+ixki

+ (d2+ci2+2 (aci+bd) co+ (1+2b2) co2) E [xk) . (A-7-29)

(7) for j3.,

xk+j+2xk+j+lxk

= (axki.j+1+bxkl.j+iuk+i+1+c0uk+i+2+ciuki.j+1+d) xki.j.Fixk

= (axk+i+i+bxk+i+iuk+i4.1) xk+i+ixk+couk+i+2xkl.i.s.ixk

+ciuk+ii.ixk+i+ixk+dxk+j+ixk

axk+i+12xk+bxk+j+12xkuk.fi4.1+couk+j4.2xki_j_Fixk

+ciuk.f.j+ixkli+ixk+dxki.j+ixk

xkl-j-1-1
2 xk = xk-Fj-fixk (axk+j+bxk+juk+j+couk+j+i+ciuki-j+d)

= axk+i+ixk+ixk+bxki.j+ixki_ixkuk+j+coxk+j+ixkuk+j+1

+cixkl.i+ixkuk+i+dxk+i+ixk
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xk+j+12xkuk+j+1 axk+ji_lxki_jxkuki_j_i_i+bxki_j_Fixk_f_jxkuk+j+luki_j

-1-cOxk+j+lxk-k+j+1
2

.+, -1-,k+j+lxkuk+j+luk+j

+dxk+j +lxkuk +j +1

xk+j+2xk+j+lxk

= a2xk+j+ixk+jxk+abxki.j.Fixk_Fjxkuk+j+acoxki_j+ixkuk+j4.1

+aclxic+j_Fixkuk+j+adxk+j+ixk+abxkl.j.fixkl.jxkuk+j+1

+b2xk+j+lxk+ jxkuk+j+luk+j+bcoxk+j+ixkuk+j+12

+bcixici.j+ixkuk+j+luki.j+bdxki.j.fixkuki.j4.1+couki.j4.2xk+j+ixk

+cluk.i.j.fixk+j_Fixk+dxki.j+lxk,

(a+l)dx)(4.j.fixk = (a+l)adxkijxk+(a+1)bdxk+jxkuk+j+(a+1)codxkuk+j+1

+(a+1)cldxkuk+j+(a+1)d2xk,

bcOxk+j+lxkuk+j+12 = ---0-k+j-k-k+j+1
2 4.b2,

-0-k+jxkuk+juk+j+1
2

+bco2xkuk+j+13+bc o_c ixkuki.juk+j+12+boodxkuk+j4.12,

aclxki.j+ixkuk+j = a2cixic+jxkuk+j+abcixki_jxkuk+j2+acocixkuk+juk+j+1

+aci2xkuki.j2+acidxkuk+j,

abxk+ji.lxk+jxkuk+ j = a2bxki.j x2_k_uk+j+ab2xkl_j2xkuki. j2+abdxk+jxkuk+j,

+abcoxkiixkuk+juki.j+1+abcixki_jxkuk+j 2

because = ab2xki_j2xk+b3xkl_j2xkuk_i_j+b2coxk_i_jxkuk_f_j_i_1

+b2cixki.jxkukii+b2dxk+jxk,

so, abxki.j+lxk+jxkuk+j

= a2bxki.j 2xkuk_i_j+ab2xk+ j2xk(uki.j2-1) _ab2xki.j2xk_b3x10.i2xkuk+j

-b2c0xki.jxkuk+j 1.1-b2cixk+jxkuk+j-b2dxki.jxk+abcoxki.jxkuki.juk.i.j+1

+abcixk+jxkuki_j 2+abdxki.jxkuk+j+b2 xk+j+lxk+jxk

= (a2b_b3)xlc+i2xkukl.ji.ab2xkl.i2xk(uk+j2_1) +abooxk+jxkuk+juk+j+1

+abcixk+jxkuk+ j2+(abd-b 2c1)xki.jxkuk+j -b2coxiodxkuk+j.41.-b2dxk+jxk

4_1,2



Combining all above we have

= (a2+b2),xkl_j_Fixk+ixk+abxk+j+ixk.Fixkuk.i.j+1

+b2xki.j.i.ixk.fixkuk+ii_luk+i+coxkl_i_Fixkuki.j+2

+(ac0+bd+ci)xkl_j+ixkukij+1+bcixk+j+ixkuk+i+luk+i

+(a2b-b3)xki_j2xkuk+ j+ab2x)(4.j2xk(uk+i 2-1)+(a2d+ad-b2d)xic+ixk

-b2coxk.fixkuk+j+1+(2abd+bd-b 2ci+a2c1)xk.fixkuk+i

+abcoxk+jxkuk+j+12+abcoxk_Fixkuk+juki_j+1+2abcixkAixkuk+j2

coxk+ixkuk+juk+3. 4.1 2+(a+1)d2xk+(2a+l)codxkuki.j4.1

+(2a+l)cidxkuk+i+bc0dxkuk+j4.12+acocixkuk+juk+j+1+ac12xkuki.j2

+boo2xkukiii..13+bcocixkuk+juk+j+12

Hence E[xki.j4.2x}(4.j_Flx0

= (a2+b2)E[x]c+i_Fixki.jx0+abc0E[xki.ixk] +b2c02E[x0+0

+(ac0 +bd+c1)c0E[x0+0+2c0(a2b-b3)E[xic+ix0+2ab2c02E[x0

+(a2d+ad-b2d)E[xk+jx0-0+(2abd+bd-b2c1 +a2c1)c0E[xk]

+abc0E[xkl_ix0+0+2abc1E[xk+ix0+b2c02E[x0+(a+1)d2E[x0+0+0

+bc0dE[x0+0+ac12E[x0+0+0

= (a2+b2)E[xic.i.j+lxkljx0

+(ad+(a2-b2)d+2abc1 +c0(2ab+2a2b-2b3)}EExki_ixkl

+fad+d2+co((2a+3)bd+(a2-b2+1)c1)+c02(a+2ab2+2b2)}E(x0

(A-7-25)

= (a2+b2)E[ack+j+ixki..ix0+fE[xk+ix0+gE[x0,

where f = ad+(a 2-b2)d+2abci+c0(2ab+2a2b-2b3).

g = ad+d2+c0((2a+3)bd+ (a2-b2+1)c1)+c02 (a+2ab2+2b2),

(A-7-26)
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and

Appendix 8 Asymptotic Property of EKi2] and E[Bi2]

From (4-5-1) and (4-6-8), we have

xk+j+lxk = axki.jxk+bxki.juk.f.ixk+couki.j.fixk+cluk.i.ixk+dxk,

a(i = (l/N) 2 fxk.f.j+ixk-axki.ixk-(bc0 +d)x0.
k=1

then for jl,

N
c4j = (1 /N) 5 ib(xkg_juk+i-c0)xk+c0uk+j+ixk+cluk.Fix0

k=1

Obviously, E[o/j] = 0.

Since 2E[xy] < E[x2] +E[y2]

and E[(x+y+z)2] = E[x2]+E[y2] +E[z2] +2E [xy] +2E[xx]+2E[yz]

3E[x2] +3E[y2] +3E[z2],

it follows that

E (<4 .2] < 3 (b/N) 2E [ ( 5: oc,4_ j j v-crOxk) 21+3 (co/N) 2E [ ( 2E uk_i_j_Fixk) 2]
k=1 k=1

N
+3 (ci/N) 2E [ ( E uk+jx0 2]

k=1

3
= 3(1/N)2 Z Si E [ ( E el'ik) 2] .

i=1 k=1

For each i, E[Ikk] = 0;

and when k 1, E[cPiklPil] = 0,

when k = 1, E[(Pik.i.ii] are linear combinations of correlated

moments, which are no high than 4th-order. so if xk is 4th-order

asymptotically stationary, then
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lim E[E2]=0.
N-04,0 '

In fact, for j.)1,

N N
E[( Z (xk+juk+i-co)xk)2] 5 E[(xkijuk+j-co) (xi+jui+j-co)xkxl]

k=1 k,1=1

N
= Z E[(xk+juk+i-c0)2xk2]

k=1

N
= 2u

E[xic+3

.x _2
k=1

k+j
2 k2 coxk,+.x,21-c 1

J
uic

7 x 0
2xk

2
]

N
= 5 {E[xki. 2xk2]..1_2c02E[xk2]_2c02E[xk2] 4.c02E[xk2]1

k=1 3

N N
Z E [xk+ j2xk2] +co2 S E [xk2]=
k=1 k=1

N N
E[(Zukijx1c)2] = 5E E[uk+jui+jxkxl]

k=1 k,1=1

N N N
= 5 uk+E[uk+.2xk2] = Z E[ 2]E[xk2] = Z E[xk2].

k=1 k=1 k=1

From (4-6-9) in 4-6 and (A-7-25) in Appendix 7, for j?..1 we have

8j = sj+2,j+1-(a4b2)sj+1,j-f"j-g"

N
=(1/N) Ifabxkijxk(xki_j_Fluk+j+1-co) 44)2xk(xk+j+lxk+juk+j+luk+j-c02)

k=1
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+b2xk(x x 11 u .-c 2) +coxk+ii_ixkuk.i.j+2k+D+1 k+j k+j+1 k+D 0

+(ac0+bd+c1)xk(xk.i.j.Flukij+1-co)+bclxk.f.j+ixkuk.i.j.i.luk_f_i'

+(a2b-b3)(x,__kii2xkuk+i-2coxk+jxk)

+ab2xk (x)(4.i2uk.i.j2_xki.j2_2c02)_132 coxkl.ixkuk.i.j+1

+(2abd+bd-b 2c1+a2c1) xk(xkijuk+i-co)

+abc0xki.ixk(uk+j+12-1)+abcoxki.jxkuk+juki.j.1.1

+2abclack+ixk(ukl.j2-1)+b2c0(xk+ixkuk.i.juk.i.j+12-coxk)

+(2a+1)codxkuk+j+1+(2a+1)cidxkuk.f.j+bcodxk(uki_j+12-1)

+acocixkuk+juk.s.j+1+aci2xk(uk.i.j2-1)+bco2xkuki.j+13

+bcocixkuk+juk.f.j..1 21

20= 2 5);_ (1/N)
i=1 k=1

where yi are functions of parameters, which are finite; vpik are

functions of xk, uk, k, j (j ?-1) and parameters, in which exist at most

three xk's.

Because for each i, E[flk] = 0;

and when ik-11>1, Ekpikfil] = 0,

when lk-11<1, E[`F'ikki] are linear combinations of correlated

moments, which are no higher than 6th-order; so if xk is 6th-order

asymptotically stationary, then

E[Bj] = 0,

N
lim (1/N)4EI(.32HEik)2) = 0,
N-b-co k=1

20 , N
lim E[3.2] <= lim 20 2E" Ti4(1/N)2E[( zpik) 2] = 0.
N-on N i=1 k=1

For the calculation of BPI ik)2) , except as already mentioned
1
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above, are listed below:

N N
E[ xk+_Ixk (xk+i+iuk+j+i-co) ]

k=1 1=1 '

N
= E[:F

1
xki_j2xk2(xki.j+luk+j+1-co)2]

k=

N
= 1E E [xkl..2xk2 (x 2 2 2 2 1

k=1
3 k+j+1 uk+j+1 coxk+ u3+1 k+j+1,+ co J)

= 2E E[xki.j2xk2xk+j+12] +c02
E[xk+j2xk2],

k =1k=1 =1

N
2u, .2_x, .2_2c02)]

- k uk+j -0 , xl (-1+Er 5F x 2 2 2 2, 21
3 +3 ++3

k, 1=1

N
2,, 4, 4 4, 24. 4 4, 2 2, 2+4, 2, 2= .xk+i -0 xk+j ....k+j -0 -k+i

k=1

+ 4 c 0 4 )

N
= {3E[x .4x 2]-1-72c02E[x .2x 2]

k+3 k k+3 k +24E[xk2]-2E[x .4x 2]
k+3 k

k=1

-24E[xk+i 2xk2]+Erx .x 3_
L k+3

4
k
2 4c0 2 E[xk+i2xk2]+8c04E[xk2]

+4c02E[xk .2x 2]+4c 2E[x 2)1
+3 k 0 k

N
= X {2E [Ck+44Xk2] +48c2E[x,_" 2xk2] +36E [xk2] 1,

k=1 3

N
E[ xk(xki.j2uk+j-2coxkl.j)xl(xl+i2u1+j-2cox1 +j)]

k,1=1

N
= IE E[xk2 (xkl.i4uk+j2-4coxki.j3uk+j+4c02xkl. j2)

k=1

= fE[xk+i4xk2]+12c02Erx j2xk2 --12c02E [xk+i2xk2]
k=1

+4c02E [xk_vi2xk2])
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N
= 2: {E[xki_j4xk2]+4c02E[xk.i. j2xk2] 1,

k=1

N
.E[ xk+jxk(uk+j

2 iN
,x1+jx1 1

(u,+
32-1)l

k, 1 =1

= 2E E[xit.i.j2xk2(uki.j4-2uk+j2+1)]
k=1

_4c02EDck2)+E[xk+i2xk2])=:E 13E[xk+ i2xk2] +12c02E[xk2]-2E[xklj2xk2]
k=1

N
(2E[xk= 5E l_i2xk2]..1.8c02E[xk2]),

k=1

N
EI 5E Ick+ixk(uk+j +12-1)xl+jx1(ul+j+12-1))

k, 1=1

.2+1)] =
N

2E[Xk+j
2 2,
xk J,i2xk2 (Uki.j+1 a..111(+34.1= IE E [xk+

k=1k=1

N
2 n w 1 iv 2n yllE[ Ock+ixkuk+juk+j+1 --0-1

k, 1=1

N
. 17 2, 2" 2" 41 9r. ry 2"

-k+j -k -k+j -k+j+1 J---0-L 12]+co2E[xk2])-k+j-k 3 3+k=1

N-1
+2 Z {E [xk+i+ixk+iuk+j+13uk+j+22xk+ixkuk+j]

k=1

-coE[xk+ixkxkl.luk+juk+j +12+xk+j+lxk+lxkuk+j+luk+j+22]

+c02E[xk+ixk] }

N N-1
2 2]+5c 2E[1, 23)+ 2 4c 0E Dcki.ixkxkl. .1.1k4.3

7 .]
{3E[xk+i xk 0 k

k=1

j=1,
= { 3E [xkl.i2xk +5c02E [xki H. 2

k=1 k=1 4c0E[xk_Fix0,



N
E[ xk(uk+i 2-1)xl(uli_j2-1)]

k, 1=1

= E [ xk2 (u-k k+4-2u 3'2+1)7 = 2E[xk2],
k=1 k=1

N
E [

k 1

.2,xk++ixkuk+j+2xl+j+ixiui+j+2]
, 1=

N
= E [xk+i+12xk2uk+j+22] -

- ryLk+j+1
2
xk

2]

k=1 k=1

N
E[ xki;+ixkuk+i+iuk+ixi+j+ixiui+j+iui+j]

k,1=1

N
= Z E [xk+ j+12xk2uk+j+12uk+j2]
k=1

N-1
+2 2, E [x.k+i+2xk+i+ixkl_ixkuk+i+2uk+i+12uk+j]

k=1

{E [xk
N-1

i_j+12xk2].+2c02E[xk2))+2c0X E[xk+i-Fixk+lxkuk+j]=
kk=1 =1

+2c02E[xk21}= IE {E[xlc+3.4.12xk2]
1

N-1 ( (2a+d) c0+ci) E [xk+ixk] +bE [xk+ixk] +2c02E [xk] ,

+2c0
k=1 (ac0+ci)E[xk+ix0+bE[xklixk_Flxk]

N
E[

k 1
xk+ixkukl_i_Fixi+ixlui+j+1]

,1=

= E[xl,A.j2xk2uki.j.4.12] =:E E[xkl.i2xk2],
k=1 k=1

N
E[ 2 xklixkuk+juk+j+1x1 +jxlui+jui+j+1]

k,1=1

j=1,

117
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2) s r, 2, 214.,, 2rr,EDck+j xk uk+3 uk+3+1 = IL-k+i -k J.-0 11

k=1 k=1

E[
k 1

xkuk+juki_j_i_lxlui+jui+j+1]
, =1

= E[xk2uki_j2uk+j4.12] = E[xk2),
k=1 k=1

N
E[

k , 1

2:
1

xkuki.jukii+1 xiul+julij+1 2)

=

=
k=1

E (xk2uk+i 2uk+j+14)
k=1

3E[xk2),

E[ xkuk+j+13x1111.1J+13] = E[xk2uk+j+16] =a115E(xk2l,
k,1=1 k=1

N
E( 5 xk(xkijFixk+juk+iiluk+i-, 0 2), t,

,

k, 1=1

N
rr, 2t, , 2121= 27-L-k %-c02)2]-'-'-'1uk .--03 ,3, +3

k=1

N-1
+2 .1E E[XkX)(4.1(Xkl.j4.2Xkl.. 3+12xk+juk+3+211k+3+12uk+3

k=1

--,O -k+3+1xk+juk+3+1uk+j

, 2,
-k+3+2xk+3+1uk+'3+2uk+3+1+c04)]

N
2 2 2 2112 2)4.2c 2(E(x1.4.. xk ]+E(xk+j+3. xk J/= [E[xk+ji..12xk+i xk 0 , 3

k=1

N-1

+3c04E[xk2)}

+2M {coE[ '+1
2-

k+'" k+7 -k+1-k] 42c 3Erxk+31k+3xk+lx0
k=1

+2c03E[xk+i ukijxk_Fixk] -c04E[xkl_lxk)},



where

E[x]6-j+12xk+juk+jxk+lx0

= a2E[xk+uj3uk+jxk+lx0 +2abE[xk+j 3uk+j2xk+lx0

+b2E[xk+2j3uk+j3xk+lx10 +2adE[xk+i2uki_ixk+lxk]

+2(aci+bd)E[Ick+i2uk+i2xk+ x ]k +2bciE[xic+j2uk+i 3xk+lxk]

+c02E[uki.j+12xk+juk_Fixk_Flxk] +C12E[Xk_Fillkij 3xk+lx0

+d2E[xk+juk_Fixk+ix0+2c1dE[xkl.,3 uk+ j2xk+lxk]f

when j=1,

when j2,

E[xk.f.j.i.1 2 xki_juk+ixk.Fixk]

= 2abE[xkl.14xk]+(4a2c0+12b2c0+2ac0+2bd)E[xk+13x0

+(24abc02 +18bc0c1 +2c1d+6ac0d)E[xk+12xk]

+(24b2c03+6c0c1+2c02+2d2+12ac03+12bc02d)E[xk+ixk]

+(12bc03c1+4c02c1d)E[xk];

E[xki.j1.12, -ki.juk+ixk.fixk]

= 2abE[xk+ j+13xk+lx0

+(3a2c0+9b2c0+2ace2bd)E[Ick+i +12xk+lx0

+(12abc02+12bc0c1 +2c1d+4ac0d)E[xk+j+ixki.ixk]

+(6b2c03+3c0c12+c03+cod2+4bdc02+4ac03)E[xki.ixk].

2C0E[X)0.1X01
E[xki.juk_Fixk.Fixk] =

Jl coE[xk+ixk],

j=1,
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